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Monocrystalline ([100], [110], [111] and [123]) and nanocrystalline (grain size ~ 

70 nm) tantalum were subjected to shock compression generated by high energy laser (up 

to ~ 850 J), creating pressure pulses with initial duration of ~3 ns and amplitudes of up to 

~ 145 GPa in the Omega facility (LLE, U. of Rochester). The laser beam, with a spot 

radius of ~ 1 mm, created a crater of significant depth (~ 200 m). Twins were observed 

beneath the crater surface (~ 42 m) by back-scattered SEM in monocrystalline Ta. 

Transmission electron microscopy revealed profuse mechanical twinning within about 

1.5 mm from the energy deposition surface at 684 J laser energy, corresponding to an 

approximate pressure of 35 GPa. Profuse omega (HCP) phase structures also been 

observed in [110] and [123] monocrystalline Ta at approximate pressure of 70 GPa. For 
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nanocrystalline Ta, TEM revealed few dislocations within the grains and an absence of 

twins at the highest shock pressure (842 J). 

 The decay of the pulse through the specimens was accompanied by an attendant 

decrease in the density of shock-generated dislocations. Dislocation densities as a 

function of pressure were calculated for the case of homogeneous nucleation and for 

Orowan hardening. The observed results are compared with predictions. Constitutive 

models for both homogeneous dislocation generation and Orowan dislocation 

multiplication were used.  

 Nanocrystalline tantalum was prepared by severe plastic deformation (high 

pressure torsion) from [001] monocrystalline Ta. Hardness measurements were 

conducted and show a rise as the energy deposition surface is approached, evidence of 

shock-induced defects. The grain size was found to increase as a result of thermally-

induced grain growth. The experimentally measured dislocation densities and threshold 

stress for twinning are compared with predictions using analyses based on physically-

based constitutive models, and the similarities and differences are discussed in terms of 

the mechanisms of defect generation. The predicted threshold pressure for twinning 

increases from 24 GPa for monocrystalline to 150 GPa for nanocrystalline tantalum. 

Calculations using the Hu-Rath analysis show that grain growth induced by the post 

shock-induced temperature rise is consistent with the experimental results: grains grow to 

800 nm. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction and Objectives 

 

The experimental use of lasers can be dated from 1960’s by Askaryan et al. [1-2]. 

Early laser experiments showed a variety of applications. Pulsed lasers have been used to 

investigate shock-wave propagation since the 1960’s [3]. In the 1980’s, it was 

demonstrated that laser shock pulses harden aluminum alloys significantly [4-5]. White 

[6-7] and others [8-10] introduced the use of lasers to obtain Hugoniot data over a broad 

range of pressures. Hugoniot curves for Ta have also been measured with a two-stage 

light-gas gun up to 430 GPa [11] and calculated by using finite temperature density 

functional theory (DFT) in the pressure range 0-300 GPa [12]. Bringa et al. [13] 

investigated the shock Hugoniot relation of monocrystal copper by molecular dynamics 

simulation in the pressure range 2 - 800 GPa. 

A systematic inquiry into the effects of laser pulses on FCC metals (Cu and Cu–

Al) was initiated in 2001 by our group [14-18] and has yielded significant results that 

have been explained in terms of shock compression. This work was extended to 

monocrystalline nickel (Jarmakani et al. [19]), nanocrystalline nickel [20], laminated 

Ni/Al [21-22], and vanadium [23]. Loomis et al. [24-26] have investigated the extreme 

response of NiAl bicrystals. Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation for laser shocked 

materials are also been conducted for FCC (copper [27], Ni [28]) and BCC (Ta [29]) 

monocrystals and nanocrystals. 

For Cu, the structures varied from dislocation cells at low pressures to stacking 

faults at intermediate pressures, to twins at higher pressures; the threshold pressure for 
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twinning was 30 GPa for [100] and 40 GPa for [134]. This pressure was clearly 

dependent on crystalline orientation. For Cu-Al alloys, the decrease in stacking-fault 

energy produced a decrease in the threshold twinning stress.  

Laser pulse loading has also widely used in various experiments including 

spallation [30-33] and simulating the earth core [20]. Laser-driven shocks are different 

from shocks launched by plate impact methods; the duration is on the order of 1/1000 of 

flyer-plate experiments.  The cooling rate in laser driven shocks is much higher, due to 

the decay of the wave, enabling recovery of the deformation structure, with minimal post-

shock annealing.  Also, phenomena that have temporal and spatial scales larger than the 

drive pulse duration and length (such as shear bands) are not present. This has been 

shown by Cao et al. [34] and quantified by Bourne [35] as the Freya number, a critical 

parameter establishing the condition for different deformation processes.  

The objective of this study is to extend the methodology developed for copper to a 

model BCC metal, tantalum. There are important fundamental differences between FCC 

and BCC metals, for instance the Peierls-Nabarro barrier is significantly higher. There are 

also some studies about Peierls-Nabarro modeling using Al and Cu [36]. The finite 

Peierls stress serves as additional pinning mechanism which prohibits reverse dislocation 

motion right after the release from the shocked state [37]. In tantalum, the Peierls-

Nabarro stress is ~ 2.97 GPa [38], whereas it is only ~ 120 MPa in copper [39]. The 

influence of the stacking-fault energy (SFE) on dislocations in FCC Cu was also studied 

and modeled [40, 41].  

The difference in structure profoundly affects the temperature and strain-rate 

sensitivities, and is expressed by different constitutive equations developed by Zerilli and 
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Armstrong [42, 43]. Tantalum has been subjected to shock compression experiments 

using both gas-gun [44] and explosively-driven flyer plate techniques [45] and a slip-

twinning transition has been observed at ~ 20 GPa. 

The dislocation response is governed at low strain rates by thermal activation. 

With increasing strain rate, the drag (phonon and electron) mechanisms become relevant 

[46], as well as a proposed new regime of effective "drag" through debris generation [47]. 

At even higher strain rates, relativistic effects have been postulated.  

 In spite of extensive research, we still do not fully understand at the lattice level 

how a strong shock, that is a shock where the plastic wave has a higher shock velocity 

than the elastic precursor, propagates through a solid sample [14]. Further, the timescale 

and physical processes involved in elastic-plastic [48] and polymorphic phase transitions 

[49] are fertile areas of investigation. 

 The regimes obtained by laser-induced compression are indeed extreme and 

cannot be accessed by other experimental methods. The time scales are two to three 

orders of magnitude shorter than those in gas-gun and explosive experiments. The 

dependence of strain rate is also studied in various material indicated that there is a strain 

rate dependent critical strain for the development of shear band [50]. Tantalum was 

studied at the strain rate of about 1410 s  by Nesterenko et al. [51].  

 The goal of this research is to probe the mechanisms of plastic deformation (slip 

and twinning) in a time and pressure region enabled by laser energy deposition (strain 

rate up to 1106 1010  s ). An additional benefit is to probe plasticity mechanisms and to 

compare experimental results of plastic deformation with simulations at these extremely 

small duration time scales. Laser compression shots were designed as recovery 
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experiments with ramp-loaded tantalum to study mechanisms of plastic deformation and 

failure at high pressure and strain rate. The structure and organization of this dissertation 

are given below. 

 Chapter 2 gives the review of the target material – tantalum. It covers tantalum 

behavior, properties, and applications. Dislocation dynamics and constitutive models are 

also introduced as well as interstitial content effect. 

 Chapter 3 describes the experimental set ups and procedures in detail. The 

conditions of tantalum targets are given. The analysis and characterization techniques 

including profile, hardness, and microscopy are introduced. The procedure used for 

calculating dislocation density from TEM pictures is provided. 

Chapter 4 presents the experimental results of this research including profilometry, 

hardness test, SEM, and TEM.    

Chapter 5 presents the modeling results based on the constitutive equations for 

slip-twinning transition prediction under different pressure, the thermal effects and 

temperature distribution along the laser compression targets, and thermally-induced grain 

growth.  

Finally, the summary and conclusions of this research are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2:  Background  

2.1 Target Metal – Tantalum  

 Tantalum is a Body-Center Cubic (BCC) transition metal. In this research, we 

used tantalum as our model material. Some important BCC metals are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1: Basic mechanical properties of some important BCC metals [52]. 

Element Symbol Atomic 

Number 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Shear 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Bulk 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Poisson 

Ratio 

Tantalum Ta 73 186 69 200 0.34 

Tungsten W 74 411 161 310 0.28 

Molybdenum Mo 42 329 126 230 0.31 

Niobium Nb 41 105 38 170 0.40 

Iron Fe 26 211 82 170 0.29 

Vanadium V 23 128 47 160 0.37 

Chromium Cr 24 279 115 160 0.21 

 

 Tantalum is a refractory metal of the class Nb, Mo, Ta, W, and Re. They have 

high resistant to heat and wear. All refractory metals have similar properties, such as high 

melting temperature (all over 2000°C), chemical inertness, and high density. Besides, due 

to their high melting temperature properties, creep deformation requires very high 

temperatures and refractory metals are very stable [53]. Some applications of refractory 

metals are listed in Table 2 [54].  
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Table 2: Applications of Refractory Metals [54]. 

1. Propulsive 

systems 

Gas Turbine 

(1100-1370°C) 

a. Buckets and vanes 

b. Combustion chambers and 

components 

c. Exhaust tubes and components 

d. Afterburners 

Supersonic ramjets 

(1100-1400°C) 

a. Nuclear components 

b. Burners and flame holders 

c. Diffusors 

d. Tail cones 

Rockets 

(1100-3600°C) 

a. Liquid propellant 

b. Solid propellant 

Electrical propulsion 

in space 

(1100-1370°C) 

Ionization surfaces 

2. Electric power 

generation for space 

vehicles 

Thermionic converters a. Heated emitters for producing 

electrons 

b. Collector or other radiator or heat 

exchanger 

Turbo-generators a. Liquid metal piping 

b. Radiators 

c. Turbine components 

Thermo-electric 

generators 

a. Thermo-electric elements 

b. Container structure 

3. Structural 

applications 

Re-entry vehicles from 

space 

a. Nose Cones 

b. Leading edges 

c. Skin panels 

Hypersonic, sustained flight aircraft and missiles 

High modulus skin 

Engine-heat areas a. Surrounding structures 

b. Hear shields 

Honeycomb sandwich “Low” temperature braze with “high” 

temperature properties 

4. Nuclear systems 1. Reactor structures 

2. Fuel elements 

3. Heat exchange 

5. Miscellaneous 1. Chemical plant equipment 

2. Electrolytic capacitors 
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2.1.1 Properties of Tantalum 

 The atomic radius and lattice parameter of tantalum are 0.146 and 0.33 nm, 

respectively. The color of pure tantalum is silver-gray. Some major properties are listed 

in Table 3.  

Table 3: Major properties of Tantalum [55, 56]. 

General properties 

Name, 

Symbol, 

Number 

Tantalum, Ta, 73  

Element 

category 

Transition metal  

Standard 

atomic 

weight 

180.94788 g·mol
−1

 

Electron 

configuration 

[Xe] 4f
14

 5d
3
 6s

2
  

Physical properties 

Phase Solid  

Density 

(near r.t) 

16.69 g·cm
−3

 

Melting 

point 

3290 K 

Boiling point 5731 K 

Heat of 

fusion 

36.57 kJ·mol
−1

 

Heat of 

vaporization 

732.8 kJ·mol
−1

 

Specific heat 

capacity 

(25 °C) 25.36 J·mol
−1

·K
−1

 

Thermal 

expansion 
 

From 300 

K to 2700 

K 

Atomic properties 

Ionization 

energy 

1st: 761; 2nd: 1500 kJ·mol
−1

 

Atomic 

radius 

146 pm 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molar_mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kilogram_per_cubic_metre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kilojoule_per_mole
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kilojoule_per_mole
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kilojoule_per_mole
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Table 3:Major properties of Tantalum [55, 56], continue. 

Miscellanea 

Crystal 

structure 

α-Ta: body-centered cubic 

β-Ta: tetragonal 

 

Electrical 

resistivity 

(20 °C) 131 nΩ·m 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(300 K) 57.5 W·m
−1

·K
−1

 

Thermal 

expansion 

(25 °C) 6.3 µm·m
−1

·K
−1

 

Young’s 

modulus 

186 GPa 

Shear modulus 69 GPa 

Bulk modulus 200 GPa 

Poisson ratio 0.34  

Mohs hardness 6.5  

Vickers 

hardness 

873 MPa 

Brinell 

hardness 

800 MPa 

 

The mechanical properties of tantalum are well established. Stull and Sinke [57] 

determined the entropies of formation of tantalum as shown in Figure 1 [58]. The effect 

of temperature on Ta elastic modulus [59] is shown in Figure 2 [58]. Schussler and 

Brunhouse expressed the results of strength and ductility of recrystallized tantalum 

(Figure 3) as a function of temperature [60]. Dynamic strain aging contributes the 

discontinuity in the strength curve for arc-melted Ta at approximately 400°C [58]. The 

strain-rate sensitivity of tantalum also can be seen in Figure 4 [58]. The creep-rupture 

properties of recrystallized electron-beam melted tantalum was also determined by 

Schmidt et al. [61]. Rupture properties [58] are shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 1: Entropy of formation of tantalum [57] as a function of temperature [58]. 

 

Figure 2: Ta modulus of elasticity [59] as a function of temperature [58]. 

 

Figure 3: Temperature effect on tensile properties of recrystallized Ta [60]. 
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Figure 4: Strain-rate sensitivity of tantalum [58, 60]. 

 

Figure 5: Rupture properties of recrystallized Ta [58, 61]. 

 The stress-strain relation of tantalum at strain rates up to 10
3
 /s as a function of 

temperature is shown in Figure 6 [62]. As we can see, strength is higher at lower 

temperatures. For polycrystalline tantalum, the measured and computed (using the Zerilli-

Armstron model) tensile stress-strain relations are shown in Figure 7 [63]. The 

temperature and strain rate effects are analogous to Figure 6. From Figure 7(b), the 

strength also increases as strain rate increases. Constitutive equations describing the 

relation between stress, strain, strain rate, pressure and temperature were developed from 

all these experimental data and are discussed in detail and applied to the current results in 

Chapter 6.   
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Figure 6: Stress-strain relations for tantalum as a function of strain rate and temperature 

[62]. 

 For BCC metals, interstitial elements are known to have significant effects on 

mechanical behavior. The effects of these elements (oxygen and nitrogen) on Ta [64, 65] 

are shown in Figure 8. Schmidt and coworkers [66-68] also have investigated the 

influence of interstitials on creep, recrystallization, stress-rupture response and tensile 

strength on binary Ta alloys.     
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Figure 7: Measured and computed tensile stress-strain relations for polycrystalline Ta 

[63]. 

 

Figure 8: Effect of interstitials (oxygen and nitrogen) on the Ta hardness and tensile 

properties [64, 65].  
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 Eager and Langmuir [69] used the radioactive tracer technique to measure the 

self-diffusion of tantalum. The diffusion coefficient is given by  RTD 000,110exp2   

[58]. The interstitial diffusion (oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon) in Ta has been studied by 

many investigators [70-77]. Table 4 [58] shows the diffusion experiment data for oxygen, 

nitrogen, and carbon in tantalum using the internal friction technique. The diffusion 

coefficient was calculated by applying  RTQDD  exp0 . 

Table 4: Diffusion data for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon in tantalum [71, 77]. 

Element   
 

500°C 1000°C 1500°C 

Oxygen 0.019 27,300    
Nitrogen 0.0123 39,800    
Carbon  39,600    

  

 Tantalum is useful for special applications in the chemical industry because of its 

high corrosion resistance to acids [78]. Concentrated hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, 

sulfuric acid, chromic acid, phosphoric acid, halogen gases, aqua regia, oxidizing metal 

chlorides, and organic acid do not attack tantalum [56, 78] while alkalies, hydrofluoric 

acid and fluorides and fuming sulfuric acid attack it [78]. The corrosion rate of tantalum 

in some acid with various concentrations and temperature are shown in Table 5 [58]. 

 Hydrogen embrittlement is also a well-known mechanism in which tantalum 

which absorbs hydrogen at high temperature and becomes quite brittle. This is often used 

in the tantalum powder preparation [58] to comminute the particles.  

 Many tantalum phase diagrams were also constructed by investigators [58, 79-86]. 

A shock induced phase transformation in tantalum was identified by Hsiung [87] and a 

dislocation–base mechanism was proposed [87-89]. The mechanism of the omega phase 
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transformation (HCP), shape of Omega phase and experimental results (including TEM 

diffraction pattern analysis) will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Table 5: Results of tantalum corrosion test in various acids at different concentrations and 

temperatures [58]. 

Acid 

Average Corrosion Rates 

(mils/yr) 

Boiling Acid At 190°C 

H2SO4 

1% 1  

5 < 1 < 1 

10 < 1 < 1 

30 < 1 < 1 

50 < 1 < 1 

70 < 1 < 2 

75 < 2 < 2 

80 < 5
a
 < 2 

85 < 50
a
 < 2 

Conc. > 200
a
 < 2 

HCl 

1% < 1 < 1 

5 < 1 < 1 

10 < 1 < 1 

15 < 1 < 1 

20 < 1 < 1 

25  < 2 

30  < 6
a
 

Conc.  < 30
b
 

HNO3 

1% < 1 < 1 

10 < 1 < 1 

20 < 1 < 1 

30 < 1 < 1 

40 < 1 < 1 

50 < 1 < 1 

60 < 1 < 1 

65 < 1 < 1 

70 < 1 < 1 
a
 Susceptible to embrittlement. 

b
 The average of 29 tests of 90-hr duration on 8 lots of tantalum is 11.6 mils/yr. 
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2.1.2 Applications of Tantalum 

 Tantalum has been widely used as filaments in electric light bulbs, rectifiers, 

preparation of skull plates, surgical instruments, chemical equipment, and furnaces [56]. 

One of the applications is in capacitors and tubes of electronic circuits.  Because tantalum 

combines mechanical workability and structural rigidity with a high melting point, good 

gas-binding properties, and high corrosion resistance, it is a preferred material for parts in 

high-power electronic tubes [58]. It is also used in emitter of electrons in vacuum. 

Detailed discussions can be found in Japsen’s paper [90]. It has also been used in the 

field of heater, heat condensers, and glass-lined vessels. 

 Tantalum was also used as a prosthetic material for surgical repair during World 

War II [58, 91]. Owing to its biocompatibility, tantalum is used especially in the medical 

and surgical fields, and also in harsh acidic environments [53]. Figure 9 shows a 

Trabecular Metal
®

 [92] implant having a cellular structure fabricated using pure tantalum. 

The clinical applications for biocompatible tantalum are listed in Table 6.  

 

Figure 9: Structure of Ta trabecular metal
®
 implants [92]. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surgery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acid
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Table 6: List of clinical applications of tantalum [93]. 

Clinical applications 

Radiographic marker for diagnostic purposes (its high density) 

Permanent implantation in bone, as osteomigration prevents migration 

Vascular clips (particular advantage that tantalum is not ferromagnetic) 

Repair of cranial defects 

Flexible stent to prevent arterial collapse 

Stent to treat biliary and arteriovenous (haemodialyzer) fistular stenosis 

Fracture repair 

Dental applications 

Other miscellaneous applications 

 

2.2 Laser Facility 

 The Omega Laser Facility, Figure 10, at the University of Rochester, NY, was 

used to generate high-pressure pulses. 

 

Figure 10: Schematic of the Omega Laser Facility at thethe University of Rochester, New 

York [94]. 

The Omega laser facility is about 10 meters high and 100 meters long. Sixty laser 

beams can focus energy of up to 40,000 J to target. The beam spot is about 1 mm in 
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diameter. The laser pulse used in the current experiments is approximately ~3 ns with 

351 nm wavelength. It is a 60-beam ultraviolet frequency-tripled neodymium glass laser. 

From the laser source, the energy input can be tailored into an isentropic or a 

shock compression wave. The strain rate reaches regimes from 10
6
 to 10

10
 s

-1
. For 

comparison, all common testing methods according to strain rate and dynamic 

considerations region are listed in Figure 11 [17, 31, 62, 95-99]. Flyer plate experiments 

have been used for constitutive relations at strain rates up to 10
7
/s. This method also been 

confined by the manufacturing operations. Therefore, laser compression is the only 

method nowadays to reach the strain rate higher than 10
8
/s.  

 

Figure 11: Schematic classification of testing method according to strain rate. 
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2.3 Dislocation Dynamics and Constitutive Models 

 Dislocations were postulated and the theories were developed starting in 1934. 

Elastic deformation was initially assumed by which atoms are displaced from their 

equilibrium position by the application an external force.  

Hooke’s law was considered applicable in all situations. However, the 

experimental results did not match the calculations for the maximum strength in shear 

( 2~ G ). Therefore, another mechanism was postulated, involving imperfections in 

solids. Volterra developed the concept of dislocation in 1905 [100]. This was a purely 

mathematical construct, and the postulation of dislocations was made in 1934 

simultaneously by Orowan [101], Taylor [102], and Polanyi [103]. Cottrell [104], Friedel 

[105], Nabarro [106], Seitz and Reed [106-110] discuss plastic deformation of many 

types of imperfections. Many researchers concluded that the use of the “dislocation” is 

the best description [111]. The mechanism of plastic deformation of the crystals has been 

widely studied and discussed [102, 111, 112]. In the extreme regime of shock 

compressions, dislocations are driven to velocities close to their limit [14].   

 

2.3.1 Barriers to Dislocation Motion 

 When a dislocation moves, it will encounter some barriers. There are two types of 

obstacles: long-range and short-range obstacles, as seen in Figure 12. The short-range 

obstacles can be overcome by thermal assistance, Figure 13. As the temperature increases, 

the thermal energy increases (shown as the shaded part in Figure 13). Therefore, the 

effective energy barrier (as the white part in Figure 13) decreases. 
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Figure 12: Long-range and short-range of obstacles [113]. 

 

Figure 13: Representation of thermal assistance to overcome the obstacles [113]. 

  

 In BCC metals, the rate controlling mechanism is the Peierls-Nabarro barrier, 

different from FCC metals, in which dislocation forests are the controlling mechanism  

[114-116]. Table 7 shows the rate controlling mechanisms and activation volume for 

FCC and BCC metals. According to different mechanisms, the activation volume is also 

different. The activation volume can be characterized by a variety of tests, including 

tensile, compressive loading, stress relation and indentation relaxation test [116]. The 

activation volume is also a function of grain size if it lowers than 0.3 µm, where plastic 

deformation can be viewed as a combination of grain boundary sliding and dislocation 

activity [114]. A summary of controlling mechanisms as a function of grain size is shown 

in Figure 14. 
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Table 7: Rate controlling mechanisms and activation volume for FCC and BCC metals. 

 Rate controlling mechanisms Activation volume 

Face-Centered Cubic 

(FCC) 

Dislocation Forests 100-1000b
3
 

Body-Centered Cubic 

(FCC) 

Peierls-Nabarro Barrier 10-100b
3
 

 

 

  

Figure 14: Summary of mechanisms as a function of grain size [114]. 

There are some important dislocation movement mechanisms in BCC metals. The 

most important one, based on the concept of Peierls-Nabarro barrier, is the Seeger kink-

pair mechanism (Figure 15(i) [113]). The dislocation does not move forward as a rigid 

rod. A kink having dimensions of Burgers vector is formed and the two sides move 

parallel to the dislocation line in opposite directions. Besides, pinning also forms under 

external stress by the formation of jogs due to the intersection of dislocations. A pinning 

point can act as a multiplication source by superjogs, as seen in Figure 15(ii). 
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 (i)     (ii) 

Figure 15: (i) Overcoming of Peierls Barrier by Seeger kink-pair mechanism: (a) original 

straight dislocation; (b) dislocation with two kinks; (c) kinks moving apart at velocity vk 

[113]. (ii) Representation of pinning by jogs [117]. 

Constitutive models seek to describe the mechanical response of materials over a 

broad range of strain rates, temperatures, and other variables such as pressure. In the 

research conducted herein, the establishment of the conditions under which different 

mechanisms operate is important. Thus, the following relationship is a representation of 

the constitutive response of a metal: 



  f P, ,
d

dt
, T, deformation history









     (1) 

 To predict the material properties (ex: critical stress for twinning), constitutive 

models as a function of external (ex: temperature, strain rate, etc.) and internal (ex: grain 

size, stacking-fault energy, etc.) parameters were developed [118]. Figure 16 indicates 

experimentally that the material properties, twinning stress, as a function of external 

(temperature) and internal (stacking-fault energy) parameters [118]. From many 

experimental results, the plastic deformation and strength of materials are known as 
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function of temperature, strain rate and irreversible processes that are path-dependent 

[117, 120], as shown in Figure 17.  

 

 (a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 16: Twinning stress as a function of (a) temperature and (b) stacking fault for a 

number of metals [118]. 
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Figure 17: Yield stress is the function of (a) temperature and (b) strain rate for Ta [120, 

121]. 

 Usually, a metal responds to  external tractions by dislocation generation and 

motion, mechanical twinning, phase transformation, or fracture. In the case of polymers,  

viscous glide of chains takes place; in glasses shear zones occur [91]. The most important 

carriers of plastic deformation in metals are dislocations motion. There are two types of 

constitutive equations: physically based and experiment-based constitutive equations. 

The Orowan equation is at the basis of physically-based constitutive models. The 

schematic of dislocation generation and motion is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Dislocation generation and motion under imposed shear stress   [113].  

 As a dislocation moves from the left side to the right side of the metal as shown in 

Figure 18 (a), the upper part of the metal will shift a distance b, the Burgers vector. If 

there is a dislocation array as shown in the left part of Figure 18 (b); after their movement 

the strain can be expressed as Eqn. (2), which connects the strain and dislocation 

movement. 

 





b

NbNb
 

2
tan         (2) 

 There are several constitutive equations obtained by fitting from experiment 

results by many researchers shown in Table 8 [113]. The most important factor for 

dynamic behavior of metals is dislocation dynamics. Equations correlating dislocation 

velocities to stresses were developed y researchers and are briefly listed in Table 9. 

 The dislocation velocity can be expressed as a function of stress [113] as shown in 

Figure 19. The curve can be simply divided into three regions expressed in mathematical 

form as:  
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mK            (3) 

Table 8: Some relevant constitutive equations [113]. 

Researchers Year Equation 

Litonski 1977 

 
Johnson-Cook 1983 

 
Klopp 1985 

 

 
Meyers 1994 

 

 
Andrade 1994 

 

 

where  

 

Table 9: Some important dislocation velocity constitutive equations [105-106]. 

Researcher Year Equations 

Johnston and 

Gilman 

1959 
 

Stein and Low 1960 

 
Rohde and Pitt 1967 

 
Gilman 1968 

 
  

where K is a coefficient, and m can be divided into three parts: 1Im , 1IIm , and 

1IIIm . Region I is the thermal activation region, region II is the drag region (viscous 
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glide region) and region III is the relativistic effects region. MD results [122] show that 

dislocation multiplication starts above a critical stress; experimental results confirm this 

phenomenon. After the yield stress, the dislocation velocity increases rapidly (in region I 

in Figure 19) and saturates to the shear wave velocity (in region III in Figure 19).      

 

Figure 19: Dislocation velocity as a function of resolved shear stress. 

Region I consists of the thermally-activated regime for dislocation motion. In 

region I, by applying Orowan equation, the strain rate can be expressed as 








 


kT

G
exp0           (4) 

where 



G  is the energy barrier expressed in Figure 13. For different barrier shapes, 

Kocks et al. [123] proposed a generalized equation 



G  G0 1


 0











p













q

          (5) 
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Therefore, the generalized constitutive equation can be expressed as  

q
p

GkT


























0

0

0 1ln











         (6) 

For BCC materials, Follansbee and Kocks [124] found the best fit with p = 1/2 and q = 

3/2.  

In region II, Newtonian viscous behavior is assumed as 



fv  Bv            (7) 

By using the Orowan equation with an orientation factor 




 
2

4

b

BM
           (8) 

Hirth and Lothe [125] obtained the viscosity coefficient as a function of phonon viscosity:  



B 
B0
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3kT

a3
       (9) 

Clifton and Markenscoff [126] claimed that additional damping mechanisms are due to 

the inertial resistance of a dislocation to motion. The viscosity coefficient is expressed as 



Bscrew 
Gb2
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Bedge 
Gb2
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Cl
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        (10) 

for screw and edge dislocations, respectively. 

Eqns. (9) and (10) can be applied by inputting parameters of tantalum, the results of 

viscous damping coefficient are shown in Figure 20.   
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Figure 20: Viscous damping coefficient is a function of time for different models. 

 Region III is governed by relativistic effects when the sound velocity is 

approached [127].  Weertman [128] derived the potential-energy term as 



UP 
Gb2

4
ln

R

r0
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        (11) 

where  
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 s

2











1 2

          (12) 

Therefore, the total energy goes to infinity as the shear wave velocity is approached [113]. 

Figure 21 shows that the energy increases rapidly as dislocation velocity approaches the 

shear wave velocity. In other words, a large amount of energy is needed to drive a 

dislocation at this velocity.   
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Figure 21: Effect of velocity on dislocation self-energy [113].  

 

2.4 Laser Shock Effect in Metals 

 The shot peening method improved fatigue performance by creating compressive 

residual stresses into the surface of metal [129]. However, this method posed limitations 

which included (a) there was no guarantee of constant shot intensity across the sample; (b) 

compression residual stresses were limited in depth (0.25 mm in soft metals, less in 

harder metals); and (c) the process produced roughened surfaces. By using laser shock, 

all the aforementioned limitations are resolved. 

 During the early 1960s [1. 2], it was observed that pulsed lasers generated shock 

waves in metals. This began the investigation of induced plastic deformation in targets. 

The effect of laser generated shock waves on metals was studied to understand how to 

modify the properties of materials. As laser shock waves penetrated into the sample, the 

residual compression was experimentally measured [129] in aluminum as shown in 

Figure 22. The plastically compressed region reached a depth of ~1 mm, which was also 

observed in our experimental results later discussed in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 22: Residual stresses in 6 mm thick aluminum alloy after laser treatment [129]. 

 In addition to surface morphology alteration, laser and heat treatment also 

changes the microstructure of the target. Dislocation density is significantly increased 

which influences the physical property of the material such as hardness, and strength 

[130]. Shock induced shear stress above a certain threshold will generate twin structures 

or phase transformations in the metal.      

 

Figure 23: Fatigue life in aluminum after laser processing [129]. 

 Improved fatigue life by use of laser shock treatment is of interest to researchers. 

The benefit may come from surface compression stresses which delay the fatigue crack 

development [129]. The increased fatigue life after laser processing in Al is shown in 

Figure 23. 
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Chapter 3:  Materials and Experimental Procedures     

3.1 Tantalum Target Preparation 

 Tantalum, a model BCC metal, was chosen as the target material. Monocrystalline, 

polycrystalline and nanocrystalline tantalum were used for this research. All 

monocrystalline specimens were cylindrical obtained from Marketech with 3 mm 

diameter and 3 mm thickness, as shown in Figure 24. The interstitial content (weight in 

ppm units) for the monocrystalline Ta was analyzed as O: <10, N: <10, H: 7.6 and C: <10 

by standard SIMS by the Evans Analytical Group. The monocrystalline Ta used in our 

experiments were identical in composition to that of previously studied monocrystalline 

Ta enabling a direct comparison of results [131]. The sample dimensions influence the 

strength and crystal plasticity especially at the microscale [132]. The experimental results 

by Uchic et al. [132] indicate that the critical sample diameter is about 40 µm. Therefore, 

our 3 mm sample size is above this critical value and is not a parameter in our 

simulations.   

 

Figure 24: Unshocked single crystal tantalum. 

 Polycrystalline tantalum was obtained from ESPI metals in the form of a 0.125 

inch diameter rod. By using a high-pressure torsion (HPT) machine, nanocrystalline 
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tantalum was obtained from monocrystalline tantalum with [001] orientation in 

collaboration with Prof. T. G. Langdon at the University of Southern California. The high 

pressure torsion process is depicted in Figure 25 with parameters listed in Table 10.  

 

Figure 25: Schematic high pressure torsion (HPT) process [133]. 

 

Table 10: High pressure torsion process parameters. 

Pressure (P) Round/sample Angle/round Process time 

6 GPa 6 360° 1~2 mins / Round 

 

Processing of the metals done by HPT was conducted at room temperature using a 

quasi-constrained HPT facility (Figure 25) with upper and lower anvils having a 

cylindrical depression in the center of adjacent surfaces with a depth of 0.25 mm and a 

diameter of 10 mm [134]. The sample (3 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness) was placed 

in the depression on the lower anvil. This anvil was brought into position so that the disc 

received severe compressive pressure. All samples were processed at a pressure of 6 GPa 

for a total of 6 turns at a rotational speed of 1 rpm. HPT processing causes the disk 

dimensions to change to ~ 10.5 mm diameter × 0.75 mm thickness with some outflow 

around the periphery as visible in Figure 26 (a). The micro-hardness increases from the 

center of the disc and becomes uniform after a radius of about 0.5 mm Figure 26 (b). Five 
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small discs  with 3 mm diameter × 0.6 mm height were cut from the peripheral part of the 

thinner Ta represented by the dashed circles in Figure 26 using an electric discharge 

machining (EDM) cutting machine. The micro-hardness measurements indicate that the 

samples were cut from a uniform region. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 26: (a) Deformed specimen (after HPT) and (b) micro-hardness across the cross-

section. 

Five specimens were stacked into a polycrystalline Ta cylinder and a momentum 

trap was placed at the bottom of the stack. shown in Figure 27. The function of these 

lateral and bottom momentum traps was to ensure that the reflected waves were trapped 

and that one single pulse traversed the specimens.  The necessity of these momentum 

traps has been demonstrated by DeCarli and Meyers [135], Gray [136, 137] and Bourne 

[138] for gas-gun and explosively loaded systems. In laser compression, the duration of 
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the pulse is lower by two to three orders of magnitude and the wave therefore decays 

much more rapidly. Nevertheless, the use of these momentum trap are recommended, if 

experimentally feasible. 

 

 

Figure 27: Cross-section of the nanocrystalline Ta target. 

 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

 Several monocrystal orientations and grain sizes were investigated at different 

laser energy levels. They are given in Table 11. 

 Different from the laser generated x-ray drive in the Hohlraum configuration 

[139-140], the laser compression shots in this research were designed as recovery 

experiments to study mechanisms of plastic deformation and failure at high pressure and 

strain rates. The recovery setup shown in Figure 28 had already been tested for recovery 

FCC metals [14]. The cylindrical tantalum targets were placed behind a tantalum washer 

inside a stainless steel recovery container. The inside of this container was filled with 

aerogel, which acts as a deceleration medium for the tantalum targets after laser 
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compression. Aerogel was designed to decelerate the targets and also used in developing 

some analytical models [141]. The recovery container was designed to fit into the Omega 

chamber. A small orifice in the container allowed equilibration of the pressure once the 

system was evacuated, shown in Figure 29. 

Table 11: List of tantalum targets and corresponding laser energy.  

Tantalum Laser energy (J) 

[001] 358.3 505.4 606.0 

684.1 

 

[110] 352.5 476.9 625.2 

661.5 

 

[111] 349.5 525.2 661.1  

[123]  489 633  

Polycrystalline 362.2 509.3 657.2 837.4 

Nanocrystalline 351.9 495.0 650.7 

662.9 

842.7 

   

 

 

Figure 28: Detailed cross-section of the recovery tube with dimensions. 
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Figure 29: Tridimensional illustration of recovery tube. 

 Laser energy was applied by the simultaneous activation of six laser beams, 

Figure 30, and phase plates were used to smooth the laser beams as well as to provide 

temporal and spatial homogeneity to the laser pulse. Pump-out holes were drilled into the 

washer to allow a gap between the Ta target and reservoir in order to reach vacuum. 

 

 

Figure 30: Schematic of a laser shot. Six laser beams are fired onto the center of the 

sample at the same. Two recovery samples can be laser shocked in the Omega chamber 

during a given shot. 

 Schematics of the Ta sample and Al/LiF VISAR target assemblies are shown in 

Figure 31. The targets were designed to use direct laser ablation to achieve quasi-

isentropic compression.  LASNEX radiation hydrodynamics code [142] was used to 
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calculate the peak pressure exerted by the laser on the target. The target design consisted 

of a 20 µm thick polycarbonate ablator followed by 180 µm thick CHBr (2%) “reservoir” 

separated from the Ta sample by a 300 µm vacuum gap, which provided the necessary 

quasi-isentropic loading. The gap and target components are supported by a Ta washer 

that has two 800 µm wide x 50 µm deep radial channels to allow evacuation of the gap 

between the reservoir and sample. A shock wave is launched into the ablator and is 

transmitted to the CHBr (2%) reservoir by the laser beam. The reservoir material unloads 

across the 300 µm vacuum gap as a plasma. This plasma then stagnates against the 

sample material, exerting a pressure that increases over a rise time interval (up to ~10 ns ), 

thus compressing the sample.  

  

(a)      (b) 

 

Figure 31: Isentropic compression experiment (ICE) drive target designs for (a) Ta 

samples and for (b) the Al-LiF VISAR witness target. * Optional 1mm thick Ta 

momentum cap. 
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Samples studied here are either Ta monocrystalline cylinders 3 mm in diameter 

and 3 mm thick, nanocrystalline Ta disks in 3 mm in diameter and ~0.6 mm thick (grain 

size ~ 70 nm, shown in Figure 27), or LiF cylinders 3 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick 

coated with ~10 µm of Al (Figure 31(b)) used as a drive witness sample. The diameter of 

the laser beams were approximately 1 mm. The specimens were successfully recovered in 

this geometry. The aerogel did not introduce any additional damage into the recovered 

samples and acted as a gradual decelerating medium. 

Trapping of reflected waves is of importance in shock compression experiments 

to ensure that the deformation structure is generated by the primary compressive pulse 

and not by reflected pulses. In explosively-driven and gas-gun experiments the 

procedures are well established. DeCarli and Meyers [143] provide simple guidelines for 

the design of recovery systems in which the reflected waves are trapped. Gray [136, 137, 

144] studied the effects of reflected waves in a systematic manner and concluded that the 

baseline design, consisting of rings for trapping the lateral release waves and a spall 

element at the rear of the specimen, provided satisfactory momentum trapping if properly 

dimensioned and machined. Computer simulations were used by Bourne and Gray [138] 

to design optimum recovery fixtures. In laser-driven experiments the pulse decays readily 

because of its short duration (~1-5 ns versus ~0.1-2 µs in gas gun experiments). 

Nevertheless, the incorporation of wave trapping devices into the experimental setup is 

important. For this reason, a lateral momentum trap and a momentum cap (disks with 

~0.6 mm thickness) were added to the nanocrystalline Ta specimens. In essence, this is 

an adaptation of the baseline design [137, 138, 144], albeit with reduced dimensions.  
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 The VISAR experiments of the drive were conducted on Al-LiF drive calibration 

samples and provided interface velocity data that allowed pressure versus time of the 

loading to be deduced. This later became the input to subsequent computer simulations. 

The initial pressure pulse was calibrated using the VISAR traces of the Al-LiF witness 

plate interface velocity obtained from independent experiments under similar laser energy 

conditions. Experimental results from VISAR traces as well as simulations from two 

laser energy levels, 350 and 632 J, are shown in Figure 32. Figure 32(a) shows VISAR 

traces obtained at high (632 J) and low (350 J) drive energies on two separate shots. The 

dashed curves show the particle velocities of the Al-LiF interface derived from the 

VISAR data and the red solid curves are from 1D simulations using LASNEX. Due to the 

nature of the 1D simulation, energy losses at the edges of the target are not taken into 

account. Thus, an arbitrary multiplier to the laser intensity was required in order to match 

the peak velocity. Each VISAR shot required a slightly different multiplier, ranging from 

0.61 to 0.70. The data shown in Figure 32(a) used multipliers of 0.70 and 0.63 for the 632 

and 350 J shots, respectively. Since each shot, with the exception of one, had both a 

VISAR witness target and a recovery target, the multiplier derived from each of the 

VISAR traces were applied to the respective simultaneous Ta recovery targets when 

simulating the loading history of the recovered samples. The LASNEX calculations give 

a good match to the initial pressure rise but diverge from the data after peak pressure. 

This has been shown to be due to poor release equations of state data for the CHBr (2%) 

reservoir material. However, we are mainly concerned with the peak pressures and the 

initial rate of pressure increase, both of which compare well with the data. 
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 After obtaining a satisfactory match between simulations and the VISAR data, the 

Al-LiF was replaced by Ta in the simulation and the loading history of the recovered 

samples were calculated. Figure 32(b) shows the pressure versus time calculated at a 

number of different depths from the front of the Ta sample recovered from the 632 J shot. 

The front of the Ta reached a peak pressure of ~110 GPa. The pressure profile stays 

quasi-isentropic until around 50 µm at which the profile steepens into a shock. A more 

precise measure of the depth at which the profile steepens into a shock can be derived by 

looking at the ion temperature, Tion, as a function of time at different depths from the 

front of the Ta sample, Figure 32(c). A discontinuous jump in the ion temperature can be 

seen at 30 µm and beyond, which is a clear indication of shock. At distances less than 30 

µm the increase is continuous. An aspect of the experimental setup that is of relevance is 

that the initial pulse rise is not a shock discontinuity. This is seen in Figure 32(c); the 

temperature is expressed as eV (~12,000K). For distances of 5 and 10 µm from the 

energy deposition surface, the quasi-isentropic loading condition prevails, providing a 

gradual temperature rise. By the time the stress wave has penetrated 50 µm into the 

sample, the temperature rise is much more rapid. This quasi-isentropic loading was 

purposely incorporated into the target design to minimize the temperature rise at high 

pressures. The steep rise in temperature at 20-30 ns for depths of 5 and 10 m into the 

sample is due to the diffusive heat wave transporting into the Ta from the drive plasma 

stagnation at the surface. This is an over-estimate due to the 1D simulation used to 

simulate the 2D dynamics of the loading.  Nonetheless, as a precaution we confine our 

analyses to depths of 25 m or greater into the Ta so as not to be contaminated by this 

surface heat source. 
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Figure 32: (a) Comparison of the Al particle velocity measured by VISAR and 1D 

LASNEX. (b) Simulations of the pressure profiles inside the recovered Ta sample shot 

simultaneously with the 632J VISAR target. At ELaser = 684 J: (c) simulated temperature 

as a function of time and (d) 1D LASNEX simulations of the pressure decay profile.  

Figure 33 shows the calculated pressure decay using the LASNEX hydrocode 

assuming one-dimensional propagation. The radial release is not incorporated into the 

calculation, which is reasonable for times under a microsecond in our experimental set-up. 

The pressure-time profiles at different depths are shown in Figs. 33 and 34 for total laser 

energy levels of 358 J and 684 J, respectively. The pressure decays rapidly but is still 

significant at the back surface of the specimen (3 mm). At the same time, the pulse 

(characteristic triangular shap) widens with depth into the sample. For the ELaser = 358 J 
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(Figure 33) experiment, the pressure decays from ~ 50 GPa to ~ 10 GPa from the front 

(loading side) to the back of the sample. For the 684 J (Figure 34) experiment, it decays 

from ~ 100 GPa to ~ 20 GPa. 

 

Figure 33: 1D LASNEX simulations of the decay of the laser-generated pressure pulse as 

it travels through [001] tantalum specimen for total laser energy of 358 J. Pressure vs. 

time at various depths into the target calculated using 1D LASNEX. 

 

Figure 34: 1D LASNEX simulations of the decay of the laser-generated pressure pulse as 

it travels through [001] tantalum specimen for total laser energy of 684 J. 
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Figure 35: Pulse durations for laser shots at different energy levels. 

The pulse duration can also be calculated from the VISAR experiments. Figure 35 

shows the pulse durations for five laser shots. The average pulse duration is about 3.7 ns. 

This value is taken into account in the modeling parameters. 

 

3.2.1 Calculation of Pressure in the Sample 

 The shock pressure in the reservoir, based on numerical simulations, scales as 

[145]:  

13.0

76.05.0

L

LL
reservoirsample

t

I
PP


         (13) 

where L is laser frequency, LI is intensity  2cmW , and Lt is laser pulse length. For the 

Omega facility, the wavelength of the laser is 351 nm. Therefore, the frequency of the 

laser is  s110547.8 14 . From Eqn. (13), the reservoirsample PP   can be calculated and is 

shown in Figure 36 as a function of laser energy. There is a linear relation between 

reservoirP  and laser energy.  
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Figure 36: Preservoir as a function of Elaser. 

 From 1D LASNEX simulation, the pressure decay profile can be obtained as 

shown in Figs. 33 and 34. Using the linear relation from Figure 36, the highest pressure 

shock on the sample is 146 GPa with laser energy of 842 J. The pressure decay profile 

also can be calculated from extrapolation shown in Figure 37 at laser energies of 200 J, 

400 J, 600 J and 800 J. 

 

Figure 37: Pressure profile in material at laser energies of 200 J, 400 J, 600 J and 800 J. 
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3.3 Characterization Techniques 

 In this section, characterization of the surface damage, substructures and 

dislocation motion are discussed in detail.  

3.3.1 Profilometry  

After laser compression a crater is created on the surface of target. The 

configuration of the craters were measured by a Veeco NT1100 Optical Profilometer in 

Nano3 Lab at UCSD, Figure 38. The measurement is in VSI mode and a circular 

stitching function was used with a 3.5 mm outer diameter. To gain higher resolution of 

the crater profile, 2% modulation threshold was assigned.  

 

Figure 38: Veeco NT1100 Optical Profilometer. 

 

3.3.2 Micro-hardness Measurements 

 The hardness of the samples were measured using a LECO DM-400 Micro-

hardness tester. The surface of the target samples were polished using sand paper till 

4000 grit, resulting in a shinny silver-gray surface. Loads of 25g were used and the 
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hardness values were calculated from the measured diagonals using a standard equation 

for Vickers microhardness.  

3.3.3 Microscopy 

 All targets after laser compression deformation were subjected to examination by 

scanning and transmission electron microscopy. The scanning electron microscope used 

was a Philips XL30 ESEM (UCSD Nano3 Lab) and the transmission electron 

microscopes used were: Philips FEI 200 kV Sphera and FEG Tecnai G2 300 kV Polara 

(UCSD), Philips Tecnai F20 and Hitach HF-3300 (ORNL), and JEOL 2010F (Université 

Paris Nord). Backscattered Scanning Electron Microscopy (BSE) was also used to 

observe surface conditions in more detail.  

TEM samples were primarily prepared by electro-polishing. Electro-polishing 

was performed in a Struers twin-jet electro-polisher. Table 12 gives the chemical 

composition of electro-polishing solution and Table 13 gives the parameters of electro-

polishing for tantalum. If necessary, this process was followed by ion milling. 

Table 12: Chemical composition of electro-polishing solution for tantalum. 

Chemical Methanol Sulfuric acid Hydrofluoric acid 

Volume percentage 87.5 10 2.5 

 

Table 13: Parameters of electro-polishing for tantalum. 

 

 

The Fast Fourier transform (FFT) [146] is also used in the analysis of TEM 

images to determine the existing of submicro-twinning structures and grain orientation.  

Parameters Current I 

(A) 

Voltage V 

(V) 

Flow 

rate 

Photosensitivity Temperature 

(°C) 

Values ~0.075 ~20-30 ~7-7.5 ~9 < -30 
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3.3.4 Dislocation Calculation Method for TEM Micrographs 

Dislocation densities can be calculated by measuring the total projected length of 

dislocation line in a given area of a micrograph. Assuming that the dislocation segments 

are randomly oriented, the mean length of the dislocation line, 



R, can be derived from the 

mean projected length, 



RP , by using the following relation [147]: 



R 
4


RP           (14)  

Therefore, the dislocation density can be obtained from: 
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where 



A  is the given area, and 



t  is the thickness of the film. The total projected length, 



RP , in any given area is determined by using the linear intercept method, in which the 

intersection of one line with the standard length of the dislocation line is established 

[148]. A line segment of length 



l falls at random on a plane array of parallel lines, Figure 

39. 

 

Figure 39: Schematic of a dislocation line randomly lying on a series of parallel lines 

[148]. 

The intersection probability can be expressed as 



p 
average projected length
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An irregular plane curve can be divided into short segments of length 



l. The probability 

for one segment is 



p1 
2l

d
. Therefore, the average number of intersections is: 



N  p1 
RP

l


2Rp

d
         (17) 

where 



RP  is the total length of the curve in the given area. 

 Consider the limited area crossed by a grid of spacing 



d . If 



d  is small, then the 

total length of grid line 



L  A d . Hence, 



RP

A



2

N

L
           (18) 

Thus, the dislocation density can be expressed as [149]  
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We can obtain the dislocation density by measuring the intersection number 



N  on the 

total grid line of length 



L , where the thickness of the sample is 



t . Therefore, from the 

micrographs, we can calculate the dislocation density. The foil thickness was taken as 

100 nm. 

3.3.5 DIFFRACT Software (for TEM diffraction pattern simulation) 

 The TEM diffraction patterns for substructures can be simulated by the software 

DIFFRACT. For BCC Ta, the lattice parameter is 0.33 nm. For the twin structures in the 

BCC Ta matrix, the lattice parameters are the same. The crystallographic relations 

between the twin structure and matrix are listed in Table 14 (the “plane” indicates the 

twin plane while the “direction” indicates the relation between the twin structure and 

matrix). 
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Table 14: Parameter relations for twin structure used in DIFFRACT software. 

Plane Direction 

 m121 //  t121     tm 111//111  

 m112 //  t112     tm 111//111  

 m112 //  t112     tm 111//111  

 m211 //  t211     tm 111//111  

 m211 //  t211     tm 111//111  

 m211 //  t211     tm 111//111  

 m121 //  t121     tm 111//111  

 m112 //  t112     tm 111//111  

 m121 //  t121     tm 111//111  

 m211 //  t211     tm 111//111  

 m121 //  t121     tm 111//111  

 m112 //  t112  



1 11 
m

// 11 1  
t
 

  

 In simulating the diffraction patterns of the Omega phase, the structure from 

Hsiung et al. [87-89] was used. It has the pseudo hexagonal structure and the lattice 

parameters are listed in Table 15.    

 

Table 15: Parameters for pseudo hexagonal structure of Omega phase in Ta. 

a b c α β γ 

0.467 nm 0.467 nm 2.86 nm 90° 90° 120° 

 

The locations of the atoms are (0, 0, 0), (0.6853, 0.3146, 0.5), and (0.3146, 0.6853, 

0.5), considering the lattice dimensions are unit. Similar to the twin structure, the 

relations between omega phase and BCC matrix are listed in Table 16. In the simulation, 

the triclinic crystal definition was used. 
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Table 16: Parameters relation for omega phase used in DIFFRACT software. 

Plane Direction 

   001//111 m     100//011 m  

   001//111 m     010//101 m  

   001//111 m     110//110 m  

   111//110 m     011//110 m  

   102//200 m     211//012 m  

   101//110 m     111//311 m  

 

 Using foil normal = [110] and zone axis = [131] as an example, the extra 

diffraction spots in the diffraction pattern are shown in Figure 40. It is clear that the twin 

plane is  112 , as it is the mirror line between the two pairs of matrix spot and twin spot, 

110 and 011 . Figure 41 is the simulated diffraction pattern with the Omega phase 

substructure spots (hollow circles) in the same matrix and orientation, Figure 40. It is 

clear that the distribution of extra spots is different from the one for twinning. Therefore, 

the shock-induced substructure can be identified by the TEM diffraction pattern. Similar 

results for foil normal = [123] and zone axis as [101] are shown in Figs. 42 and 43. The 

differences are clear and the Omega phase can be easily identified. The size of the hollow 

circle represents the intensity.  
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Figure 40: Simulated diffraction pattern with twin spots (open circle). The foil normal is 

[110] and zone axis is [131]. 

 

Figure 41: Simulated diffraction pattern with Omega phase spots (large hollow circles). 

The foil normal is [110] and zone axis is [131]. 
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Figure 42: Simulated diffraction pattern with twin spots (open circle). The foil normal is 

[123] and zone axis is [101]. 

 

Figure 43: Simulated diffraction pattern with Omega phase spots (large hollow circle). 

The foil normal is [123] and zone axis is [101]. 

 

Chapter 3, in part, has been published or is currently being prepared for 

submissions as the following papers: “Laser Compression of Monocrystalline Tantalum”, 

C. H. Lu, B. A. Remington, B. R. Maddox, B. Kad, H. S. Park, S.T. Prisbrey, and M. A. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Results and Discussion  

4.1 Profilometry Measurement Results  

 The results of the profilometry measurements are included in three parts: two-

dimensional, tri-dimensional and cross-section profiles, as shown in Figure 44. 

    

(a)    (b)  

 

(c) 

Figure 44: General profilometry measurement results for surface of laser impact crater. 

 The crater dimensions for different orientations (ex: [100] and [111]) at various 

laser energy are plotted in Figure 45. The crater depth increases monotonically with 

laseer energy, whereas the crater radius is largely independent of it. 

 Comparing monocrystalline and nano-crystalline tantalum at various laser 

energies, the crater size (diameters and depths) are shown in Figure 46. The crater 

diameter is about 1.8 mm in all cases, because it is the result of the beam size, which is 
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the same for all laser energy experiments. Nanocrystalline tantalum has a smaller crater 

diameter and depth because of its higher strength. 

 

Figure 45: Crater depth and radius as a function of laser energy in [100] and [111] 

monocrystalline tantalum. 

 

(a)      (b) 

Figure 46: (a) Diameter and (b) depth of crater formed in [100] monocrystalline and 

nano-crystalline tantalum as a function of laser energy. 

 Using the simple approximation of a cone shape, the volume of crater as a 

function of the power of laser energy is clearly shown in Figure 47. There is a linear 

relationship between them, which can be expressed as: 
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 0EEkV           (20) 

where  0E  is the laser energy below which no crater is formed. 0E is ~200 J and k is 

 Jmm34105.3~   for [100] monocrystal and  Jmm341016.1~   for nanocrystal. 

 

Figure 47: Volume of craters calculated from simple cone shape vs. laser energy. 

 

4.2 Micro-hardness Results 

 Every shocked target was sectioned into five to six slices for characterization 

along their 3 mm length, slice 1 being ~ 600 µm thick and the other slices ~ 250 m thick. 

The cutting direction is shown in Figure 48.  Number 1 denotes the slice containing the 

crater. As the number increases, the distance from the energy deposition surface increases. 

 

Figure 48: Slices into which the specimens were cut: each was about 250 µm thick before 

polishing. 
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 After brief mechanical polishing of all flat surfaces, microhardness was measured 

across the diameter of each slice. Microhardness of the [100] monocrystalline Ta driven 

with ELaser = 606 J as a function of distance from the energy deposition surface is shown 

in Figure 49; the microhardness varies across the sample diameter, being highest in the 

center due to the localization of the laser pulse in the central portion of the specimens, 

Figure 50. The microhardness for [100] monocrystalline Ta decays from the front to back 

measured as ~ 1500 MPa and ~ 900 MPa, respectively. The original microhardness 

(before being compressed on the laser) for [100] monocrystalline Ta is ~ 760 MPa. The 

decay is most significant in the first millimeter from the compression surface. The dashed 

line shows the hardness discontinuity, related to the slip to twinning transition as 

explained in Section 5.3. The microhardness was also measured in the slices for the ELaser 

= 358 J and 684 J experiments; the corresponding positions were converted to the 

respective pressures through the use of the LASNEX calculations of Figs. 33 and 34. For 

the 606 J experiment, the pressures were interpolated from the 358 J and 684 J 

simulations. The relation between microhardness and pressure is shown in Figure 51. It 

can be seen that the results from the three experiments are consistent. These results do not 

follow the Murr expression: 



HP1/ 2  [54]. This is due to the fact that twinning is 

prevalent above P ~ 35 GPa, as marked on Figure 51. The onset of twinning in Ta has 

also been observed by Murr et al. [150]. It creates an increase in hardness as evident from 

our results. By assessing the slice location, we can extract the pressure from Figs. 33 and 

34.  
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Figure 49: Micro-hardness variation in the [100] monocrystalline Ta as a function of 

depth, driven with total laser energy of 606 J. 

 Using the same method, the maximum micro-hardness values of nanocrystalline 

tantalum driven with total energy of 662.9 J are shown in Figure 52 and compared with 

[100] monocrystalline tantalum with total energy of 606 J. It can be seen that the general 

trend in the micro-hardness decay vs. depth into the sample is the same for both 

nanocrystalline and monocrystalline Ta. In relative terms, however, the hardness 

increment under laser compression in nanocrystalline Ta (26 %) is only approximately 

one-half of that for monocrystalline Ta (50%) although the laser energy is 10% higher 

(Fig. 5(b)). This is related to the increase in dislocation density. 

 

Figure 50: Microhardness variation in slice 1 of [100] crystal as a function of diameter, 

driven with total laser energy of 684 J. 
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Figure 51: Microhardness in the Ta [100] monocyrstals as a function of shock pressure. 

 

Figure 52: Microhardness in [100] monocrystalline and nanocrystalline tantalum as a 

function from surface for laser experiments at approximately 600 J. 

 

4.3 Laser Energy Deposition Surface 

4.3.1 Monocrystalline Tantalum 

Figs. 53 and 54 show the craters and SEM observations of the surfaces for [100] 

and [111] monocrystals, at the low (~ 350 J) and high (~ 680 J) laser energies, 

respectively. The SEM micrographs of shocked specimens reveal interesting features. 

First, the ‘blow-off’ effect from the laser energy deposition is seen through striations that 
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emanate from the central region, Figure 55. This ‘blow-off’ likely involves melting of the 

surface layers, Figure 56. 

 SEM micrographs also show other features of relevance: two arrays of 

perpendicular dark lines (arrows) were seen in the [100] crystal, Figure 53. These lines 

are also present in the [111] crystal, but they are irregular, Figure 54. Two possibilities 

are cracks and twins. The irregular lines in the [111] crystal, Figure 54, are not consistent 

with twin traces. There are two explanations for these cracks: (a) crack trajectories are 

thought to form from a ductile-to-brittle transition at high strain rates where the cracks 

may form by the tensile stresses generated by the large temperature and deformation 

gradients generated by the laser pulse. (b) when the reservoir stagnates on the Ta, it melts 

the first few micrometers. Eventually, the heat dissipates, and this thin liquid Ta layer 

resolidifies, and contracts in so doing. 
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Figure 53: Surface of Ta [100] monocrystals after laser compression (top: ELaser = 358 J; 

bottom: ELaser = 684 J); (a) optical micrographs; (b) BSE showing cracks. 

  

 It is possible that BCC tantalum undergoes a ductile-to-brittle transitions at high 

strain rates where the cracks could be formed in tension generated by the large stress, 

temperature, and deformation gradients generated by the laser pulse. Brittle to ductile 

transition in BCC metals due to temperature effects have been studied both 

experimentally [151] and computationally [152], but high strain rate effects are not as 

well understood as temperature effects. 
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Figure 54: Surface of Ta [111] monocrystals after laser compression (top: ELaser =  350 J; 

bottom: ELaser =  661 J); (a) SEM; (b) BSE showing cracks. 

 

Figure 55: BSE surface picture of crater ([100] monocrystalline Ta with total energy of 

505.4 J). 
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Figure 56: Surface at the center of crater (poly-crystalline tantalum with total energy of 

657.2 J). 

 

4.3.2 Nanocrystalline Tantalum  

 The SEM micrographs of shocked nanocrystalline tantalum also show the “blow-

off” effect from the laser energy deposition, and the results are similar to monocrystal as 

shown in Figure 55, including melting surface. Nanocrystalline tantalum also showed 

crack lines on the surface. BSE micrographs reveal crack lines that are perpendicular in 

[100], but have different orientation in [110], [111], and [123] monocrystalline Ta. They 

form concentric lines in nanocrystalline Ta. The overall tracking results are shown in 

Figure 57. The laser shock on [111] monocrystalline Ta target was not well aligned. 

Therefore, the crack lines on the surface of the crater is not as clear as other orientations. 
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(a) [100] 505.4 J    (b) [110] 625.2 J 

        

(c) [111] 525.2 J    (d) [123] 633.0 J 

 

 (e) Nano 662.9 J 

Figure 57: Tracking the surface crack lines on (a) [100], (b) [110], (c) [111], (d) [123] 

monocrystalline tantalum and (e) nanocrystalline tantalum. The crack lines in [100] 

monocrystalline are perpendicular while they are concentric in nanocrystalline tantalum. 
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 The crack lines on the crater surface may come from a ductile-brittle transition. 

As the testing temperature is decreased, the ductile-brittle transit within a narrow 

temperature range. When this happens, the large decrease in energy was absorbed and 

results in cleavage fracture [153]. The ductile-brittle transition temperature is not a fixed 

number but rising with increasing strain rate. 

 

4.3.3 Isentropic Layer 

 The isentropic deformation profile, described in Chapter 3.2, shows that the 

shallow depth variation in deformation substructure is of importance. For this reason, the 

front and the back surfaces of slice 1, [100] monocrystalline Ta at laser energy 606J, 

were simultaneously evaluated via surface and back scattered SEM (BSE) techniques. It 

should be noted that the front and the back surface of slice 1 are at depths of ~ 186 m 

and ~ 600 m respectively. Sample surfaces were slightly electropolished, for ease of 

examination, and metal removed was tracked via profilometry. Successive polishing, 

profilometry and SEM yielded the deformation substructure as a function of depth. On 

the first iteration, no twinning was observed on the front surface, Figure 58, but extensive 

twinning on the back surface of slice 1 was observed as shown in Figure 60. Because of 

the extreme deformation gradient as evidenced by the variation of surface features on the 

front and the back faces of slice 1, it was necessary to incrementally polish and explore 

the depth-dependent deformation substructure. After several iterations, profuse twinning 

was first observed on the front surface of slice 1 at a depth of ~ 42 m from the shock 

crater surface, Figure 59.  
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Figure 58: BSE image in [100] monocrystalline tantalum at laser energy 606 J, front 

surface of slice 1 (about 186 µm from laser shock surface), no twinning observed. 

 

Figure 59: BSE image in [100] monocrystalline tantalum at laser energy 606 J, polished 

to about 42 µm depth from front surface of slice 1 until twins and deformation 

microstructure first visible (about 228 µm from laser shock surface), twinning observed. 

 The ablator, hit by six laser beams, created a quasi-isentropic loading on the first 

~ 40 m of the tantalum, after which the ramp wave steepens into a shock. It is thus 

surmised that the extent of the isentropic layer is of the order of ~ 40 m. This is also 

consistent with the simulation results shown in Figure 32(c). The deformation twins are 

orthogonal as marked by arrows A through D and their nominal spacing is about 0.5 m. 
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 By using the Eqn. (19) derived for dislocation density, density of twinning 

structure can also be estimated. With the results from LASNEX simulations (Figs. 33 and 

34) the pressure at positions Figs. 59 and 60 can be estimated. Thus, the twin density can 

be obtained as the function of pressure and is shown in Figure 61. The higher the 

laserpower, the larger the twin density. 

 

Figure 60: BSE image in [100] monocrystalline tantalum at laser energy 606 J, back 

surface of slice 1 (about 590 um from laser shock surface), twinning observed. 

 

Figure 61: Twin density calculated from TEM pictures of [100] monocrystalline Ta. 
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4.4 TEM Results 

 Characterization by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shows the 

deformation structures associated with the passage of the laser pulse. In order to provide 

a baseline for comparison, the unshocked samples including [100] monocrystalline and 

nanocrystalline tantalum were taken as well. Figs. 62 and 63 show the diffraction pattern 

and bright field of [100] monocrystalline and nanocrystalline tantalum, respectively. 

From Figure 62 (a), it can be seen that there still exist some dislocations for unshocked 

monocrystal tantalum. The unshocked or original dislocation density when pressure 

equals to zero can be calculated from this TEM image.  

 

   

(a)      (b) 

Figure 62: TEM micrographs for [100] monocrystal tantalum; (a) bright field image; (b) 

diffraction pattern. 

 Figure 63 (a) reveals grain boundaries. They can be seen more clearly by using 

dark field imaging. The grain size calculation also comes from dark field TEM images 

and will be discussed in Section 5.5.  
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 Deformation twinning in shock-loaded BCC (molybdenum) and FCC (304 

stainless steel, and 80-20 Ni-Cr alloy) metals was studied at pressures ranging up to 21 

GPa at pulse duration of 2 µs by Murr et al. [154]. They suggested different mechanisms 

of twin formation in BCC and FCC metals. TEM observation can reveal the detailed 

substructure until the nanometer scale. The following sections present the TEM results 

for nanocrystalline and monocrystalline Ta with different orientations.  

 

  

(a)      (b) 

Figure 63: TEM micrographs for nano-crystalline tantalum; (a) bright field image; (b) 

diffraction pattern/diffraction ring. 

4.4.1 [100] Monocrystalline Tantalum 

Typical deformation substructures from the [100], ELaser = 606 J sample taken 

from slices 3, 5, and 6 (see Figure 48) are shown in Figure 64. The dislocation density 

decreases with distance from the laser deposition surface. The dislocation segments are 

predominantly of screw character, a feature well known in BCC metals. As pressure 

increases (Figure 64 (a)) the dislocations tend to organize in well-defined deformation 
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bands. The g = 200 imaging condition in Figure 64 is normal to the deformation band, 

consistent with the projected (110) slip trace in BCC tantalum. 

 Figure 66 (b) shows a high magnification region of loops observed in slice 3 of 

the [100], ELaser = 358 J sample. This is compared with earlier work on laser-shocked 

copper (Figure 66 (a)). There are striking similarities in loop structure between the laser 

shocked Cu and Ta. The presence of large numbers of dislocation loops has been 

previously identified by Meyers et al. [14]. Similarly, tantalum shows the same proclivity 

for shear loop formation as marked in Figure 66 (b).  

The deformation substructures of [100] 606 J slice 2 (Figure 65(a)) and [100] 684 

J slice 3 (Figure 65(b)) are significantly different from those shown in Figure 64 due to 

the observation of twinning. Shock compression induced twinning had been previously 

identified by Murr et al. [150] in polycrystalline tantalum (~ 43 m grain size) at ~ 45 

GPa. Gray et al. [155], shocked polycrystalline tantalum to ~ 20 GPa and observed 

twinning with ~ 68 m grain size. The slip-twinning transition is likely somewhere 

around 20 – 45 GPa as corroborated by our current results. We estimated the pressure for 

slice 3 in [100] driven at ELaser = 684 J as ~ 34 GPa, from Figure 34, at a ~ 1.49 mm depth 

from the front surface for this slice. Similarly, we estimated the pressure for slice 2 in 

[100] driven at ELaser = 606 J as 40 GPa interpolated for its 0.9 mm depth from the font 

surface. These twinning pressure results are consistent with Murr et al. [150]. 
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(a)        (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 64: TEM images as a function of distance from the laser deposition surface for 

[100] tantalum single crystal, driven with Elaser = 606 J: (a) slice 3 (~32.2 GPa); (b) slice 5 

(~21.2 GPa); (c) slice 6 (~18.8 GPa). Foil normal about [001]. The micrographs show 

dislocation tangles from deformation by slip, but no obvious evidence of twinning. 

  The twin spacing is of the order of ~ 0.5 µm and thickness is, at most, ~ 0.2 µm. 

Murr et al. [150] reported an increase in hardness associated with the formation of twins. 

This is also seen in Figs. 49 and 51. The vertical black dashed line in Figure 49, which 

marks this discontinuity in hardness, corresponds to our TEM observation of twins. This 

line is ~ 1 mm from the front for ELaser = 606 J. Similarly this line is ~ 1.5 mm from the 

front for ELaser = 684 J. In all cases, the discontinuity in hardness occurs at a pressure of ~ 

30 - 40 GPa. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 65: Mechanical twinning induced by laser compression (a) at 0.9 mm from the 

drive (slice 2) for the [100] orientation of Ta at a laser energy of 606 J(~43 GPa); (b) at 

1.49 mm from the driven surface (slice 3) for the [100] orientation of Ta for laser energy 

of 684 J (32 GPa). Foil normal around [001].  

 

 

Figure 66: Dislocation loops in shocked (a) monocrystalline copper [14]; (b) 

monocrystalline tantalum at a laser energy of 358 J, and average pressure of about 22 

GPa (slice 3). 
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(a)      (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 67: (a) FIB cutting for [001] orientation of Ta at ELaser = 606 J: “Top” foil: ~ 67 

m (~77 GPa) and “Bottom” foil: ~290 m from the crater bottom (~62 GPa). “Edge” 

foil: the same depth as “Top” foil but far away from the crater center. (b) TEM images of 

“Top” foil; (c) Dark-field images in the foil “Bottom”. Foil normal  [103].  
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Figure 68: (a) Diffraction pattern simulated by DIFFRACT
TM

 as foil normal = [001] and 

zone axis = [103] with zone axis tilted less than 0.1° toward ]310[  axis (subscripts m and 

t denote matrix and twin, respectively). (b) Experimental diffraction pattern from FIB foil 

“Bottom”; 290 m below the crater bottom. Twin spots are marked by arrow. 

 

Figure 69: TEM image from FIB “bottom” (~ 290 m from laser shock surface). 
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Figure 70: ω (hexagonal) phase observed in foil “Bottom”. (a, b) Bright-field and dark-

field TEM images and (c) the corresponding SAD pattern. ω phase was lightened at the 

additional spot which was marked by arrow. Dark-field images taken with 2 electron 

beam condition ~ 5 off [001] in the TEM. 

 

4.4.1.1 Dislocation Density in Monocrystalline Tantalum 

 From TEM bright images, the dislocation density can be calculated by the method 

introduced in Section 3.3.4. The thickness is assumed to be 100 nm. Figure 71 shows the 

experimentally calculated results from [100] monocrystalline Ta with laser energy of 606 

J. By using the simulation results from Figs. 33 and 34, the pressures at different 

positions can be obtained. The results are compatible with the experimental 

measurements of Gray [155] and Hsiung [87-89]. The dislocation density is lowered 

when the twin structure appears. There are two aspects to this: it can be seen that the twin 

structure absorbs some of the dislocations, and it decreases the dislocation density in the 

nearby area. At higher pressures, twinning accommodates part of the strain and the 

experimental dislocation densities are lower than predicted values. In a more general 

relationship, the overall strain based on Orowan equation can be expressed as  
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where   is the dislocation density in monocrystals, T

  is the dislocation density near 

twin structure, Tf  is the twin fraction, T  is the twin strain (= 0.707 in BCC [156]), and 

threshold  is the threshold strain rate at which the slip-twinning transition occurs. From 

Figure 71, the dislocation density around 43 GPa can be measured. The dislocation 

travelling distance can be calculated by shear wave velocity in tantalum and pulse 

duration. From MD simulation, the dislocation velocity measured at 



Ý 107 /s reveal a 

value of 0.2 of the shear wave velocity. Besides, the dislocation-dislocation interaction, 

formation of junction, obstacles in metals should be taken into consideration in reducing 

mobility of dislocation. Therefore, one order less of shear wave velocity was used as 

dislocation velocity in calculation. The dislocation travelling distance near the twin 

structure is assumed to be the same as in the monocrystals. The twin fraction is calculated 

as 0.56 at 43 GPa.  

 

Figure 71: Dislocation density calculated from TEM results. Black points reveal the 

dislocation density when only dislocations are observed. White points correspond to 

cellular dislocation structures. Half black-half white points correspond to dislocation 

structures with concurrent twinning [87, 155].    
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4.4.2 [110] Monocrystalline Tantalum  

 The Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique has been widely used in micro to 

nanoscale experiments [155]. Due to difficulties in electropolishing, the FIB technique 

was used here to prepare TEM samples in the following three orientations: [110], [111], 

and [123]. In the electopolishing process, cracks were created in the sample and the 

overall observation area was often too thick for TEM observation. The sample prepared 

for FIB was cut from the 1
st
 slice (Figure 48) into half and mounted into epoxy. The 

sample preparation process is briefly shown in Figure 72. The cross-section was 

mechanically polished down to 0.05 µm using Al2O3 and coated with a thin layer of Ir for 

the FIB milling procedure. The FIB samples were perpendicular to the shock propagation 

direction and had a thicknesses of 50-100 nm.   

 

 

       (a)             (b) 

Figure 72:  FIB sample preparation process (a) slice #1 and crater. (b) Schematic 

representation showing the cutting position from [110] 625 J Ta by FIB technique. 

 FIB samples were cut along the energy deposition axis (parallel to the energy 

deposition surface). There are two benefits from this cutting procedure: (1) the cut 

samples have a known orientation; (2) From VISAR and computational results, the 
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pressure can be calculated as a function of distance. Figure 72(b) shows the location and 

direction in FIB cutting for a specific sample.  

 The pressure decay is assumed independent of orientation. Therefore, for [110] 

625 J monocrystalline Ta sample, the pressure at distance 200 µm below the crater (crater 

depth is about 166 µm) is about 71 GPa. Figure 73 shows the baseline substructure 

observed in the metal prior to laser shock. The specimen was cut in the same orientations 

as Figure 72(b).  

 

Figure 73: TEM image for [110] 625J monocrystalline Ta sample far away from the 

energy input direction indicating the original condition for the crystal. 

  The diffraction pattern in Figure 74(a) was identified, through the simulation 

software DIFFRACT, as having a zone <113>. Figure 74(b) shows the simulated 

diffraction pattern (DP). In addition to the Ta BCC spots (dark circles), there are a 

member of additional spots shown by poen circles. The matrix spots are indexed in 

Figure 74 with the subscriptism. 
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 (a)          (b) 

Figure 74: (a) Experimental diffraction pattern of Figure 75 indicating that the zone is 

[131]. The brighter spots represent the BCC matrix and the less intense spots show a 

second phase. (b) Simulation diffraction pattern indicates that the zone is [131]. The full 

spots represent the BCC matrix and the open circles represent a second phase.  

 Figure 75 shows the TEM micrographs of [110] 625 J monocrystalline Ta at 200 

µm below the bottom of the crater, as shown in Figure 72(b). The circle with the star sign 

indicates the bright field micrograph. The full lines indicate dark field micrographs from 

matrix spots while the dashed lines indicate the substructures from additional spots. From 

the simulation software, DIFFRACT, the matrix diffraction pattern in the center of Figure 

75 is zone <113>. Detailed simulation analyses are indicated in diffraction pattern in 

Figure 74 by using DIFFRACT software discussed in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 75: Bright and dark field images and selected diffraction pattern for [110] 625 J 

monocrystalline Ta sample at 200 µm below the bottom of the crater ( ~71 GPa). Foil 

normal ~ [131]. The beam condition was ~5° off [131] in the transmission electron 

microscope.  

 Comparing our experimental observation with the simulation results by Hsiung 

[87], it can be concluded that substructure is the Omega phase. The open spots in Figure 

74(b) were obtained assuming a hexagonal structure with the following orientation 

relationship between the matrix (m) and the Omega phase (ω) planes: 

)0001//()111( m  
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The basal plane of the ω phase is parallel to the m)111( . Within this transformation, the 

directions are related as: 













]1100//[]311[

]2100//[]012[

]0100//[]110[

]1100//[]110[

]0100//[]101[

]1000//[]011[

m

m

m

m

m

m

 

This is the relationship between matrix and Omega phase proposed by Hsiung [87-89]; 

the mechanism is shown in Figure 76. The simulated diffraction patterns of pseudo-

hexagonal ω phase and TEM diffraction patterns for different major α matrix zone axes 

([011], [012], [311]) are displayed by Hsiung [87-89] in Figs. 77 and 78. The enlarged 

dark field image, Figure 79, indicates that the ω phase has a plate shape. Comparing the 

observations of Hsiung et al. [89, 90], the plate shape ω phase has a lateral dimension of 

~0.2 µm. Furthermore, according to the observation in [100] monocrystalline Ta, the ω 

phase observed at the pressure is about 68 GPa which is very close to the observation in 

[110] orientation (~71 GPa).  
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Figure 76: Schematic illustrations showing phase transformation in three consecutive 

{211} planes that are viewed from (a) [211] direction and (b) [011] direction (from 

Hsiung [87]). 
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Figure 77: Experimentally-determined simulated diffraction patterns of (a) [011]-, (b) 

[012]-, and (c) [311]-zones with diffraction spot generated from the shock-induced ω 

phase by Hsiung [87]. 
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Figure 78: Diffraction patterns of (a) 



12 10 


01 1
m

, (b) 



12 11 


311
m

, (c)  



0001 


111
m

with major zone axes is Ta BCC matrix (from Hsiung and Lassila [88, 

89]). 

 

Figure 79: Dark-field TEM image showing plate-like ω phase (bright areas) in [110] 

monocrystalline Ta driven energy of 625 J. Foil at 200 µm below the crater, 

corresponding to pressure of about 71 GPa.  
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   (a)                (b) 

Figure 80: Dark-field TEM image showing ω phase in shocked-recovered (a) tantalum 

and (b) Ta-10W (from Hsiung [87, 88]).  

 

4.4.3 [111] Monocrystalline Tantalum 

 The same pressure decay calculation was used for the [111] monocrystalline 

tantalum. For the [111] 661 J Ta sample, the substructure was observed at a distance 245 

µm below the crater (crater depth is about 195 µm). Within the distance of less than 245 

µm, there is almost no substructure. The pressure at a distance 245 µm is about 71 GPa.  

 Figure 81 shows the bright and dark field TEM micrographs of the [111] 661 J Ta 

at 245 µm below the bottom of the crater (P ~ 71 GPa). The observed diffraction pattern 

is also in [131] zone. Similarly to the discussion in Section 4.4.2 for [110] 

monocrystalline tantalum, the substructure was identified as ω phase through the 

diffraction pattern, Figs. 77(c) and 78(b). The shape of ω phase shown in the enlarged 

dark field TEM image, Figure 82 , is similar to the one in Figure 80(b). The width of ω 

phase is also about 0.2 – 0.4 µm. 
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Figure 81: Bright field, dark field (through ω phase spots marked in DP) images and 

selected diffraction patterns for [111] 661 J monocrystalline Ta sample at 245 µm below 

the bottom of the crater ( ~71 GPa). Foil normal ~ [131]. The beam conditions were ~5° 

off [131] in the transmission electron microscope.  

 

Figure 82: Dark-field TEM image showing the existence of plate-like ω phase in [111] 

monocrystalline Ta at laser energy of 661 J. Foil at 245 µm below the crater, 

corresponding to pressure of 71 GPa. 
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4.4.4 [123] Monocrystalline Tantalum 

 The same analysis was also performed for the [123] orientation. For the [123] 633 

J Ta sample, the substructures were observed at distances of 200 µm below the bottom of 

the crater, corresponding to a shock amplitude of 72 GPa. Figure 84 shows the bright 

field and dark field TEM micrographs of the [123] 633 J Ta at 200 µm below the bottom 

of the crater with observed diffraction patterns are in [110] zone (Figure 83). 

 
Figure 83: Diffraction pattern of Figure 84 indicating that the zone is [110]. 

 

Figure 84: Bright field, dark field images and selected diffraction patterns for [123] 633 J 

monocrystalline Ta sample at 200 µm below the bottom of the crater ( ~72 GPa). Foil 

normal ~ [110]. The beam conditions were ~5° off [110] in the transmission electron 

microscope. 
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 Figure 83 shows the diffraction pattern of Figure 84 in which the diffraction spots 

are identified through DIFFRACT software. The diffraction pattern is exactly as the 

results shown by Hsiung in Figure 77(a). The dark field TEM micrograph in Figure 84 

shows that the shape of the ω phase is very similar to what Hsiung [87] observed and is 

shown in Figure 80(b).   

 From Figure 85, the plate shape ω phase substructure is also about 0.2 – 0.4 µm 

width, consistent with the results observed in [110] (Figure 79) and [111] (Figure 82) at 

same pressure level (P ~ 70 GPa). However, the plates are shorter in [123] 

monocrystalline Ta. From Hsiung [87], the formation of zigzag-shape ω’ phase also 

indicated by the coalescence of the ω’ blocks of the same variant. In this study, the 

irregular shapes resulting, apparently, from the coalescence of different blocks, are 

observed as well in Figure 86. 

 

Figure 85: Dark-field TEM image showing the existence of plate-like ω phase in [123] 

monocrystalline Ta with driven energy at 633 J. Foil located at 200 µm below the crater 

depth where the pressure is ~72 GPa. 
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Figure 86: Dark-field TEM image showing the existence of coalesced ω plates in [123] 

monocrystalline Ta with driven energy at 633 J. Foil located at 200 µm below the crater 

depth where the pressure is ~72 GPa. 

 

Figure 87: EBSD orientation map results for 25 and 55 GPa shock compressions: (100), 

(110), (111), and (123) orientations (Florando et al. [157]). 

 The deformation twinning structures in monocrystalline tantalum with different 

orientations were investigated by Florando et al. [157] after shock compression in a 2-

stage gas gun. The results using electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) are shown in 
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Figure 87. They show very little twinning in all directions below P = 25 GPa. At 55 GPa, 

many twinning structures are observed, especially for the [110] orientation.  

 Zhou et al. [158] also studied the Ta monocrystals with different orientations by 

using x-rays. For pressures below 55GPa in gas gun experiments, the x-ray diffraction 

spectra and shock-induced diffraction peaks are shown in Figs. 88 and 89.  

 

Figure 88: X-ray diffraction spectra of the shocked crystals [158]. 
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Figure 89: Shock-induced negative x-ray diffraction peak shifting and broadening for 

crystals [158]. 

 

4.4.5 Nanocrystalline Tantalum 

 The grain boundary effects were studied by investigating nanocrystalline tantalum. 

Four principal factors contribute to grain-boundary strengthening [159]: (a) grain 

boundaries act as plastic flow barriers; (b) grain boundaries act as dislocation sources; (c) 

elastic anisotropy causes additional stresses in grain boundary surroundings; (d) multislip 

is activated in grain boundary regions.   

 Other than slice 1 (see Figure 48), all the remaining slices (slices 2, 3 and 4) were 

prepared by electropolishing for TEM observation. For slice 1 (both for ELaser = 662 and 

842 J), the FIB technique was used. The FIB sample directly cuts from the bottom of the 

crater from the energy deposition direction shown in Figure 90. The deformation 

structures of post-shocked nanocrystalline Ta (ELaser = 662 J) taken from slices 1, 2, 3, 

and 4 are imaged in Figure 91. Figure 92 shows the Ta (ELaser = 842 J) sample taken from 
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the bottom of the crater. One can see significant grain growth and an absence of 

dislocations in the grain immediately under the crater. Significant grain growth is 

observed close to the laser impact surface from Figs. 91(a) and 92. From dark field 

images, it is easier to see the grain size boundary than from the bright field images. And 

the exactly grain sizes were calculated from these images. 

 The pressure decay is calculated from VISAR data from monocrystalline. The 

grain boundary effect was not considered in the 1
st
 approximation. Besides, the reflection 

and refraction wave/energy from the interfaces of stacking nanocrystalline Ta sample is 

also ignored here. The pressures calculated at the bottom of the crater for ELaser = 662 J 

(crater depth is about 109 µm) and 842 J (crater depth is about 136 µm) are ~100 GPa 

and ~126 GPa, respectively.  

 

Figure 90: FIB cutting direction from slice 1 in both ELaser = 662 and 842 J for 

nanocrystalline tantalum. 
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Bright Field        Dark Field 

 

Figure 91: TEM micrographs as a function of distance from the laser deposition surface 

for nanocrystalline Ta driven with laser energy of 662 J; (a) slice 1 (~100 GPa) and 

diffraction pattern; (b) slice 2 (~ 41 GPa); (c) slice 3 (~ 30 GPa); and (d) slice 4 (~ 23 

GPa); (left column) bright field images; (right column of b, c, d) dark field images. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 92: TEM micrograph at the bottom of the crater with laser energy of 842 J. (a) the 

dark field image of FIB sample, average grain size about 2 µm; (b) bright field 

micrograph shows few dislocations in the grain right under the crater. 

 4.4.2.1 Dislocation Density in Nanocrystalline Tantalum 

Few dislocations were observed within the grains of the shocked nanocrystalline 

samples.  Two instances where dislocations were observed are shown in Figure 93(a, b). 

These two areas are at 1.1 mm (Figure 93(a)) and 1.6 mm (Figure 93(b)) from the surface. 

A loose dislocation network can be seen. The measured nanocrystalline dislocation 

densities were added to the pressure vs. density plot for monocrystalline Ta, Figure 94. 

The calculated dislocation densities in these nanostructured samples is lower than in 

monocrystalline Ta, which exhibited twins at these pressures, with an associated decrease 

in dislocation density, discussed by Lu et al. [131]. The dislocation density is 
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significantly lower than anticipated by interpolation from monocrystalline and 

polycrystalline data. The reason for the lower dislocation densities is the ubiquitous 

presence of sinks: the grain boundaries. Thus, the dislocations are annihilated after 

moving distances of the order of the grain size.  

 

 (a)                (b) 

Figure 93: TEM dislocation images in nanocrystalline Ta (total laser energy 662 J): (a) 

~1100 µm from surface; (b) ~1600 µm from surface) 

 

Figure 94: Dislocation density as a function of pressure for different grain sizes and 

substructures. 
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4.4.2.2 Grain Size in Nanocrystalline Tantalum 

 From the series TEM images (Figs. 91 and 92), the grain size increases with 

diminishing distance from the laser deposition surface. Figure 95 shows the grain size as 

the function of distance and calculated from both TEM bright field and dark field images. 

From bright field, the statistical mean grain size can be calculated. The actual grain sizes 

can be easily obtained in the dark field images because the specific grain will be light up 

under dark field mode.   

 

Figure 95: Grain size and temperature as a function of distance from laser deposition 

surface in nanocrystalline Ta (total laser energy 662 J).  Statistical indicates the average 

grain size. 

  Nielsen proposed the concept of “geometrical coalescence” which can be simply 

described that the grain boundary between two grains has much lower surface energy 

than average boundary [160]. Figure 96 shows the process of geometrical coalescence. 

Two separate grains encounter each other during grain growth, Figure 96 (a). The 

boundary produced when grains A and B meet (Figure 96 (b)) is a typical high-angle 

boundary and the boundary configuration will become Figure 96 (c).  
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 A similar phenomenon (Figure 96 (b)) was observed in TEM dark field picture, 

Figure 97. Since the laser shock pulse duration is about 3.7 ns, there is not sufficient time 

for grains to fully grow. Instead of circular boundaries, they are sharp as revealed in the 

TEM pictures. In calculating the average grain size by bright field TEM pictures, some of 

the small, disappearing grains (as grain C in Figure 96 (b)) were taken into consideration. 

Therefore, the average grain size does not increase a lot after laser compression 

experiment, as shown by the larger mark in Figure 95. However, when calculating the 

actual grain size from dark field, every type of the grain was measured (grains A, B or C 

in Figure 96 (b)). The range of the grain size is large because some of the grains grow (as 

grains A and B in Figure 96 (b)) while others disappear (as grain C in Figure 96 (b)). The 

degree of disappearance varies from grain to grain, thus some of the grains are much 

larger than the average while some of them are much smaller than average grain size 

(Figure 95).     

 
(a)     (b) 

 
(c)     (d) 

Figure 96: Geometrical coalescence. Two grains, A and B, encounter as a result of the 

shrinking and disappearance of grain C [160]. 
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Figure 97: TEM dark field picture of nanocrystalline Ta with total energy of 662.9 J, disc 

2. The sharp boundaries reveal geometrical coalescence effect. 
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Chapter 5: Modeling Results and Discussion 

5.1 Dislocation Dynamics 

5.1.1 Mechanisms for Dislocation Generation in Shock-Wave Deformation 

Homogeneous and heterogeneous dislocation nucleation by shock induced 

plasticity was also studied by MD simulation for FCC copper [161].  

Different from the plastic waves generated from Hopkinson bars, the deformation 

state induced by shock loading is one of uniaxial strain that corresponds to tridimensional 

stress [162].     

 

Figure 98: Stress due to dislocations on a reference point 0 at shock the front. [14] 

 

5.1.2 Dislocation Density Models 

The dislocation density in a metal directly affects its mechanical behavior. The 

dislocation generation, mobility, and interaction can be divided into two mechanisms – 

homogeneous nucleation and dislocation multiplication. In this section, these two 

mechanisms are described in a detailed fashion.   
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5.1.2.1 Homogenous Dislocation Generation 

 The analysis developed by Meyers et al. [163] and based on the homogeneous 

dislocation generation behind the shock front [164] is applied in this section. It yields 

quantitative predictions of dislocation densities that are compared with experimental 

results obtained here and reported by Hsiung [87-89] and Gray and Vecchio. Figure 99 

shows a schematic of the shock front propagating down a BCC crystal with orientation 

[100]. Two configurations are shown; {110} and {112} slip planes [165]. In Figure 99 (a), 

four of the six {110} planes have equal Schmid factors and are shown as sides of the 

pyramid. Dislocation loops nucleated on these planes are shown. Their Burgers vectors 

are <111> and are parallel to the slip plane intersections. For the {112} slip planes, the 

Burgers vectors bisect the intersections. The calculations below use the recently revised 

equations [14] for homogeneous nucleation 

 

Figure 99: Schematic representation of shear loops nucleating on (a) {110} and (b) {211} 

planes in shock compression along [100]. 

The dislocation density,  , is expressed by the distance along the front and 

perpendicular to the front of the dislocations: 



  hd 
1

          (22) 
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d  is obtained directly from hydrostatic compression of the lattice. h  is obtained by the 

spacing between nucleation events perpendicular to the shock front. Two cases are 

considered: stationary and moving dislocations. 

 The spacing between dislocation planes, h , was calculated [14] as  

 



h 
0.8 1 
 2b

d2         (23) 

If the dislocations are assumed to move under the effect of the applied shear stress at a 

velocity Vd, the spacing between sequential homogeneous loop generation events is h2. 

Under the influence of the high residual stresses, they try to “catch up” with the shock 

front. This results in an increase in the spacing between dislocation arrays from h  to 2h , 

given in Eqn. (24): 



h2  h 1
kVd

Us









          (24) 

where Vd is the dislocation velocity, 



Us  is the shock-wave velocity, and k is an 

orientation factor. When Vd = 0, h2 reduces to h. When the dislocation velocity equals the 

shear wave velocity Vsw (our maximum assumed velocity for dislocation motion), h2 

reaches a maximum: 











s

sw

U

kV
hh 12          (25) 

The predictions based on the two values of h (for stationary dislocations Vd = 0 and for 

dislocations moving at the shear sound velocity Vd  = Vsw) are used in modeling 

dislocation density and compared with experimental results from three sources. 
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The expression connecting the dislocation density, ρ, to the specific volume, V, 

for stationary dislocation is: 
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      (26) 

where b0 is the Burgers vector, k is an orientation parameter, ν is Poisson's ratio, and 



V0  

and 



V  are initial and compressed specific volumes of the lattices. The specific volume is, 

in its turn, related to the pressure through the Rankine-Hugoniot relationship [164]:  



P 
C0

2 1V /V0 

V0 1 S 1V /V0  
2

        (27) 

where C0 is the sound velocity, and S is a material parameter. Solving Eqns. (26) and (27) 

by assigning different values V/V0 < 1, one obtains the dislocation density as a function 

of pressure.  

5.1.2.2 Orowan Dislocation Multiplication 

 The alternative to the homogeneous dislocation generation at the front is the 

activation of conventional sources and increase in dislocation density through 

multiplication of dislocations. The classic Orowan equation has the form:  

 Mb           (28) 

where 08.3M  is the Taylor factor, cmb 81086.2   is the Burgers vector,  is the 

mobile dislocation density, and   is the mean distance traveled by a dislocation. Taking 

the time derivative: 



Ý 
d

dt
 Mb

l

t
 Mbl



t
 Mb   l Ý        (29) 
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where   is the mean dislocation velocity. In order to estimate dislocation velocity, MD 

simulation results from Deo et al. [166] and Tang et al. [167] were used (Figure 100). 

The computed results were fit with the following equation  
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p

s BA



 exp1        (30) 

This equation predicts a maximum velocity equal to the shear wave velocity. The 

exponential factor is normalized to the Peierls stress, p . To fit the MD results in Figure 

100, the following fitting parameters were used: 

s  A  B  m  p  

2,039 m/s 0.999985 0.012 3.1 3.76 GPa 

 

 The relationship between pressure and strain rate in shock compression was 

obtained through two experimental points by Furnish et al. [168] for tantalum. It can be 

seen, in Figure 101, that a Swegle-Grady equation ( 41P ) can be passed through these 

points, providing the relationship:  

4361034.27 shockP         (31) 

where P is expressed in Pa and strain rate is in s
-1

.  

 In laser compression, one has a state of uniaxial strain. Thus:  
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             (34) 

Thus, Eqn. (34) is also used. 

 

Figure 100: Dislocation velocity as a function of stress from MD simulations.  The (red) 

dashed curve is a fit to the simulations results. 

 

 

Figure 101: Swegle-Grady relationship for Ta: 4361034.27 shockP   [150], where 

shockP  is in unit of Pa , and   in 1s ; strain rate data within the isentropically loaded layer 

are also presented [150, 168, 169] with relationship for Ta: 16.1311014.2 shockP  .  
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 The rate of change of dislocation density   is obtained from the rate of 

generation and the rate of annihilation of dislocations: 

anngen             (35) 

The evolution was calculated using two dislocation evolution expressions for Eqn. (35): 

a) In Barton et al.’s [170] analysis, it is expressed as: 
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Inserting Eqn. (36) and (37) into Eqn. (29):  
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For tantalum, according to the parameters used in Barton et al. [170], we set: 

R 
0s  

N  0S  n 

21810 m  211101266.1  m  11 s  650 0.59 

 

 The value of R used here is a factor of 10 larger than that given by Barton et al. 

[170] in order to predict results that approximate reasonably the observations by TEM. 

Applying Eqns. (30) and (31) to Eqn. (39), one obtains a relationship between dislocation 

density and pressure. The result is plotted in Figure 107. It can be seen that the curve, 

marked ‘Barton et al.’, predicts densities that are fairly close to the observed residual 
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densities at lower pressures. At higher pressures, twinning accommodates part of the 

strain and the experimental dislocation densities are lower than predicted values. In a 

more general relationship, the overall strain based on Orowan equation has be expressed 

as Eqn. (21). For a strain rate below the threshold, the dislocation density increases with 

increasing strain as a result of increasing pressure. Above the threshold strain rate, part of 

the strain is accommodated by dislocations through Orowan and part through twinning. 

b) From Kocks’ model [171], the dislocation density rate   can be expressed as 

  
2

21

1 kk           (40) 

The first term represents dislocation generation and the second term, dislocation 

annihilation. The difference with the Barton et al. [170] model is in the exponents of the 

dislocation generation (½ versus 1) and annihilation (1 versus 2) terms. Two methods 

were used to estimate the parameters k1 and k2 in the dislocation density evolution Eqn. 

(40):  

Method 1:  

The saturation dislocation density is defined by: sat  , 0 . 

Using the approach from Barton et al. [170]: 
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Where we set 
5

2 101 k . 

Method 2:  
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Florando et al. [172] recently presented the parameter relationship for the dislocation 

evolution equation based on Kocks [171] equation  

n

rkk

1

22 0

















         (43) 

where 

1k  
02k  r  n 

16719 983.473 11 s  0.25 

 

5.2 Interstitial Content Effect  

 It seems that the twinning stress is dependent on interstitial content. Table 17 

summarizes the different observations on twinning in tantalum.  

 The differences obtained by different investigators seem to confirm this. Barrett 

and Bakish [174] obtained twinning by impact deformation at 77 K, but not at 273 K; 

their Ta had ~ 300 ppm C. On the other hand, Anderson and Bronisz [175] had only total 

~ 53 ppm of C, O, H, and N.  They were able to twin Ta (d = 4 mm) at room temperature. 

Shock compression of polycrystalline Ta at room temperature suggests a concurrence of 

lower shock pressures at lower interstitial content at which twinning is observed [155, 

174, 177]. Accordingly, the reported twinning stresses also vary with the source. Mitchell 

and Spitzig [176] observed twinning only in tensile tests at 4.2 K. From Mitchell and 

Spitzig [176], a twinning stress of 887.7 MPa (in tension) was calculated using {112} 

<111> twin system by finding the resolved tension on [100]. It should be mentioned that 

loading was in the center of the stereographic triangle.  In contrast, the twinning stresses 

in tension and compression were established for loading along [100] by Sherwood et al. 

[177]. They obtained values that varied widely and this is explained by the twinning 
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plane and direction. The twinning stresses in tension and compression were 370 and 755 

MPa, respectively for [100] monocrystal. Thus, there is a large difference between the 

twinning stress in tension of Mitchell and Spitzig [176] and Sherwood et al. [177].   

Table 17: Interstitial content and twinning occurrence from different investigations. 

Investigator Interstitial 

(ppm) 

Monocrystal 

/polycrystal 

Twin Temperature Tension/ 

Compression 

Bechtold 

(1955) [173] 

100 C 

100 N 

Polycrystal 

(47 m) 

No 77 K Tension 

 

Barrett + 

Bakish 

(1958) [174] 

300 C 

 

Polycrystal 

 

Yes 77 K Compressive 

Impact No 196 K 

273 K 

Anderson 

+Bronisz 

(1959) [175] 

20 C 

8 O2 

15 N2 

10 H2 

Polycrystal 

(4 mm) 

Yes 

 

RT (298 K) Compressive 

Impact 

Mitchell + 

Spitzig 

(1965) [176] 

18 C 

37 O 

6 N 

<1 H 

Monocrystal 

[123] 

Yes 

 

4.2 K Tension 

 

Sherwood et 

al. 

(1967) [177] 

36 C 

11 O 

  7 N 

11 H 

Monocrystal 

[100] 

Yes 77 K Tension 

(370 MPa) 

4.2 K Compression 

(755 MPa) 

Monocrystal 

[110] 

77 K Tension 

(680 MPa) 

4.2 K Compression 

(350 MPa) 

Gray + 

Vecchio 

(1995) [155] 

6 C 

56 O 

24 N 

<1 H 

Polycrystal 

(~ 68 m) 

Yes RT (298 K) Compression 

Shock 

(~ 20 GPa) 

Murr et al. 

(1997) [150] 

70 C 

60 O 

10 N 

4 H 

Polycrystal 

(~ 43 m) 

Yes RT (298 K) Compression 

Shock 

(~ 45 GPa) 

Hsiung + 

Lassila 

(2000) [89] 

<10 C 

25 O 

<10 N 

<5 H 

Polycrystal 

 

Monocrystal  

[011] 

Yes 

 

No 

RT (298 K) Flyer Plate 

(~ 15 GPa) 
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Figure 102: Temperature dependence of the asymmetry of the flow stress for the slip and 

twining stresses in tension and compression for tantalum with [100] orientation (from 

Sherwood et al. [177]) at strain rate of 
14 sec10  . 

 The experimental results published by Sherwood et al. [177] seem the most 

complete because they include tension and compression of [100] and [110] monocrystals 

and therefore will be used in this analysis. The inverse trend of tension-compression 

asymmetry pressure between [100] and [110] will not be discussed in this paper. There is 

a significant tension-compression asymmetry in the shear stress of BCC metals that has 

been extensively investigated by Vitek and coworkers [38, 178-181] and Seeger [182], 

among others. This tension-compression asymmetry is due to dislocation core effects. 

The yield stress in tension is lower than in compression in [100] monocrystal; the 

influence gradually decreases with increasing temperature, as evident from the data of 

Sherwood et al. [177], plotted in Figure 102. The compressive and tensile yield stresses 

are equal at ~ 300 K. Thus, from Figure 102, no apparent tension-compression 

asymmetry at ~ 300 K, should be expected in our room temperature laser shock 

experiments. 
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5.3 Slip-Twinning Transition 

 The constitutive relation of deformation twinning in BCC metals developed as a 

function of grain size, temperature, strain, and strain rate. The grain size dependent of 

deformation twinning associated with brittle fracture occur in polycrystals also observed 

in vanadium [43, 183].  The mechanics of twins in FCC metals and alloys was studied by 

Meyers and Murr [184]. Slip and twinning can be considered as competing deformation 

processes. This criterion enables an analysis that leads to the predicted transition between 

the two mechanisms. They are both determined by shear stresses acting in the slip or twin 

plane and in the direction of displacement ( s  and T , respectively). To a first 

approximation, one can establish a criterion for the dominance of one deformation regime 

by using the transition as the one in which the shear stresses are equal: 

Ts              (44) 

During shock compression, in the elastic loading stage, one can relate the maximum 

shear stress to the stresses aligned with (σxx) and perpendicular to (σyy) the propagation 

direction (e. g., Stirk et al. [185]): 

 
  xxyyxx 











12

21

2

1
       (45) 

where  is Poisson’s ratio ( 34.0  for Ta). Assuming that Poisson’s ratio is, to a first 

approximation, independent of pressure, one has: xx 24.0 . Thus, there is a direct 

relationship between the normal stress (that is directly related to the pressure, P) and the 

shear stress prior to plastic deformation.  
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 Slip and twinning are considered as competing deformation processes. This 

criterion enables an analysis that leads to the predicted transition between the two 

mechanisms. The slip-twinning analysis, proposed by Murr et al. [150], has been 

extended successfully to the shock compression domain [15, 38]. Meyers et al. [15] and 

Jarmakani et al. [186] have developed constitutive descriptions for the slip-twinning 

transition for copper and nickel, respectively. In the calculations presented here, this 

treatment is extended to a BCC metal, tantalum.  The effect of strain rate on slip can be 

expressed by the Zerilli-Armstrong equation for BCC metals [42] in thermal activated 

region and PTW equation [187] in the drag region:  

Slip:    
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21
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* 43     (46) 

where C2, C3, C4, and ks are Z-A parameters that have been established for tantalum; they 

are given in Table 18. *

S  is the athermal stress, and d is the grain size, The dynamic 

experiments by Rittel et al. [188] were used to obtain some of the Z-A parameters given 

in Table 18; a detailed explanation is provided by Lu et al. [131] and the fitting curve is 

shown in Figure 104. 

The drag component is expressed as:, 
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0
  [187]  (47) 

where  mT is the melting temperature,   7220 G kbar, acT 2  is the time required 

for a transverse wave to cross an atom [187].  TG ,  is the density and temperature-

dependent shear modulus, and the other parameters 012.00 S , 00004.0 , and 
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23.0 are given by Preston et al. [187] for Ta. The graphical expression of Eqn. (46) is 

shown in Figure 103 for two different grain sizes: 3 mm and 70 nm.  

 

Table 18: Zerilli-Armstrong and other modeling parameters for experimental data fitting. 

Parameters Unit Value 

T K  298 

athermal stress *

S  MPa  20 

C1 
1GPa  0.0005 

C2 = B0 MPa  1125 

C3 = 0 
1K  0.00535 

C4 = 1 
1K  0.00024 

Tension twin stress MPa  370 

Compression twin stress 0  GPa  0.755 

Burgers vector nm 0.286 

U* J 4.56 

q  5 

sk  21mMPa   0.25 

m  0.236 

R KmolJ   8.314 

0S (for Ta)  0.012 

 (for Ta)  0.00004 

  (for Ta) 1s  
1210952.6   

  (for Ta)  0.23 

mT  (for Ta) K  3269 

0G  GPa  69 

 0G  kbar 722 

A  1GPa  1.45 

B  1K  
4103.1   

0T  K  300 

S   1.2 

0  3cmg  16.65 
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Table 18: Zerilli-Armstrong and other modeling parameters for experimental data fitting, 

continue.  

Parameters Unit Value 

0C  skm  3.41 

0   1.8 

vC  KgJ   0.14 

 

 

Figure 103: Slip stresses as a function of strain rate at different grain size. PTW [187] 

equation is independent of the grain size. 

 The twining stress has been expressed by Armstrong and Worthington [14] as: 

Twin: 
  21
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    (48) 

where  TPG ,  can be expressed as [189]  



G P,T G0 1 AP 1 3 B T  300   

with MbarG 69.00  ,  45.1A ,  4103.1 B ,  and 0  [17]. The various 

parameters are given in Table 18. And  0  is a frictional stress,  m  is an orientation factor, 

G is shear modulus, b is Burgers’ vector, *U  is a normalized activation energy for 
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twinning, R  is the gas constant, 0  is a reference strain rate, d  is the grain size, and the 

exponent q  varies between 4 and 8. 

 

Figure 104: Flow stress-strain rate curve for [100] single crystal Ta deformed in 

compression [188]. Twinning stresses in tension and compression (from Sherwood et al. 

[177]) marked by dashed-dotted lines.  

 It is clear from the above discussion that in shock compression, twinning is 

triggered by the shear stresses and not by the pressure. However, both are related by Eqn. 

(45). The strain rate at the shock front increases with the maximum stress. Swegle and 

Grady [190] proposed a relationship between shock pressure and strain rate that is widely 

used.  In parallel with this, there is also a temperature increase with pressure. For Ta 

[168], the form is: 

434.27 shockP          (49) 

where shockP  in unit of GPa and   in unit of s
-1

. Applying the Swegle-Grady equation to 

Eqns. (46) and (48), one can calculate the stresses required for slip and twinning, 

respectively, as a function of shock pressure (Figure 105).  To carry out this analysis, one 
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has to incorporate the effect of the shock temperature, predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot 

equations into the formulation. The temperature rise in Ta behind the shock front as a 

function of shock pressure can be expressed as the second-order polynomial, based on the 

R-H equations (and on the C0 and S values for Ta [191, 192]): 

 8.29413.11007.0 2

_  shockshockTashock PPT       (50)  

where shockP  is expressed in units of GPa and TashockT _  is in unit of K. The results predict 

the slip-twinning transition pressure for monocrystalline Ta to occur at Pshock ~ 24 GPa 

(Figure 105(a)), whereas the transition pressure is above ~ 150 GPa for nanocrystalline 

Ta (Figure 105(b)). The results combine thermal activated and drag phenomenon also 

discussed in Barton et al. [170] and have similar results.  

 
      (a)            (b) 

Figure 105: Slip and twinning stress versus shock pressure for Ta with grain size (a) 3 

mm (ie, monocrystalline) and (b) 70 nm. The slip-twinning transition shock pressure is 

inferred to be Pshock ~ 24 GPa for monocrystalline Ta and 150 GPa for nanocrystalline Ta 

(d = 70 nm). 
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Figure 106: Calculated twinning transition pressures as a function of grain size for nickel 

[193, 194] and tantalum. It indicated that the critical grain size is about 0.5 mm.  

 Consider both stresses with temperature rise, the transition pressure for 

monocrystalline Ta is about 24 GPa while nanocrystalline Ta is about 150 GPa.The effect 

of grain size on the slip-twinning transition pressure for Ta and Ni is shown in Figure 106 

[193]. It is evident that the slip-twinning transition pressure is greatly influenced by grain 

size primarily because of the different Hall-Petch slopes for slip and twinning. It is also 

clear that the slip-twinning transition is much higher in BCC metals than FCC metals. 

 The experimental and modeling results of dislocation density by the equation 

derived in Chapter 2 are shown in Figure 107. The dislocation densities calculated from 

homogeneous nucleation are orders of magnitude higher than the measured experiment 

values on recovery samples. The predictions using the Kocks [171] equation and the 

Barton et al. [170] equation bracket the experimental results.  

 The differences are still an unresolved issue that needs to be addressed through a 

combination of experiments, analysis, and molecular dynamics simulations. Two possible 
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causes for the difference have been identified: (a) the dislocations density increases 

through conventional multiplication according to the Orowan equation. In this case, the 

strain dependence of the dislocation generation and annihilation terms is somewhere 

between the two models (Kocks [171] and Barton et al. [170]), based on Orowan 

multiplication. It also seems that homogeneous dislocation generation is not operating; (b) 

a large fraction of the dislocations generated in the shock front are annihilated during the 

release portion of the pulse. 

 

Figure 107: Residual dislocation density as a function of shock pressure for tantalum; 

comparison of calculated values (lines) with experimental measurements (symbols).  

 

5.4 Temperature Profile 

 In order to calculate the grain growth observed in the vicinity of the energy 

deposition surface, one has to estimate the post-shock temperature as a function of time 

throughout the sample. The shock and residual temperature inside the samples can be 

calculated through [46] 
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and  

 
















 VV

V
TT sr 0

0

0exp


        (52) 

where KT 3000  , 2.1S ,  3

0 65.16 cmg ,  skmC 41.30  , 8.10   and  gKJCv 14.0  for 

Ta.  Here, P  is the peak pressure of the shock wave and V  is the specific volume of the 

material directly behind the shock which can be calculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot 

relationships. The shock and residual temperatures as a function of pressure are shown in 

Figure 108(a). Based on the results from VISAR (pressure vs. distance), the residual 

temperature profile throughout the sample subjected to a 684 J pulse immediately after 

shock can be calculated and is shown in Figure 108 (b).  

 

 (a)      (b) 

Figure 108: (a) Calculated shock [46] and residual temperatures as a function of pressure 

for tantalum. (b) Residual Temperature as a function of distance from energy deposition 

surface for Ta (Elaser = 684 J). 
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 To calculate temperature variation with time throughout the sample, some 

assumptions were made: the temperature profile at time 0t  (meaning just after the 

shock has traversed the Ta sample) is the one shown in Figure 108(b); heat conduction is 

1-D; the total length of calculated Ta is 5 mm (including 3 mm nanocrystalline Ta and 2 

mm bottom of the Ta cup); the Ta target has uniform and constant thermal properties. 

The rate of heat transport by thermal conduction is much lower than the shock 

propagation velocity. This enables the decoupling of the two and leads to the simplified 

derivation presented here. We assume that, at time 0t ,  the temperature at each point is 

equal to the residual temperature. Dividing the sample into N elements with thickness x  

and discrete time step t  ( tmtm  ), the heat transfer at position i ( Ni 1 ) can be 

calculated [195] as: 

 mimimimimi TTT
x

k

xC

t
TT ,1,,1,1, 2  







      (53)  

with boundary conditions: 
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      (54)  

where k is the thermal conductivity (  Km 57.5  Wk ), C is the heat capacity, and ρ is 

the density. Figure 109 shows the temperature profile as a function of time. The 

temperature has equilibrated to the pre-shock level after 1 second, as shown in Figure 109. 

Similar results were reported earlier for copper [34]. We also can find the temperature 

change with time at some specific distance as shown in Figure 110. 
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Figure 109: Surface temperature as a function of time in laser shocked tantalum (Elaser = 

684 J). 

 

Figure 110: Temperature as a function of time at different distances from the energy 

deposition surface: 100, 200, 500, and 1000 µm. 

 

5.5 Grain Growth 

Grain boundaries were investigated theoretically by using dislocation models 

since the early 1950’s [196]. The interaction between dislocations and grain boundaries 
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has been investigated early on by Gottstein and Karduck [197]. The temperature 

excursion undergone by the metal can lead to grain growth. We use here the simple 

derivation using a two-dimensional model proposed by Hu and Rath [198-202]. It 

assumes that grain growth is dictated by the grain boundary curvature alone and ignores 

grain-grain interactions, grain-size distribution, anomalies in curvature, and energy 

effects due to the work hardened structure. Dynamic grain boundary motion and grain 

size effects have been investigated by Hu and Rath [198-202]. By balancing the forces 

acting on a curved grain boundary segment, the driving force on the grain boundary can 

be estimated by the Hu and Rath formulation [198-203], that is described by Gottstein 

[204].  

The total force (per unit length) acting on the grain boundary with grain boundary 

energy (per unit area) gb  (Figure 111(a)) can be obtained from the force equilibrium for 

a two-dimensional simplified geometry: 

2
sin2




d
F gb          (55) 

Considering a small angle (  dd sin ), the force per area is  

RRd

d

area

force gbgb 




          (56) 

Where gb  is the grain boundary energy and R is the radius of the grain (assumed to be 

spherical). The grain-boundary velocity, gbv , was assumed by Hu and Rath [198-202] to 

be proportional to the force acting on the grain boundary segment and can be expressed 

as [204]:  

MFvgb            (57) 
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where M is the grain boundary mobility. Therefore,  

R
M

dt

dR
v

gb

gb


          (58) 

The grain boundary mobility has Arrhenius type temperature dependence: 








 


kT

Q
MM exp0          (59)  

where 0M  is a rate constant.  

Combining Eqns. (57) and (58),  

RkT

Q
MM

dt

dR gb

gb


 







 
 exp0        (60)

 

Separating variables and integrating: 
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Thus, the final grain size, fR  is :
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2
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0 exp2 















 
 



Rtd
tkT

Q
MR gbf        (62)  

Here, )(tT
 
is the time-dependent temperature. To calculate fR , we need to know 0R , 0M , 

gb , Q , and k . The initial grain size is nmR 700   
and  molKJk  314.8 is the gas 

constant. The activation energy for boundary migration, Q , was determined to be 

 molcal29200  for pure tantalum from Richards [205]. Wei et al. [206] showed that the 

grain boundaries in nanocrystalline Ta obtained by the HPT process are non-equilibrium. 

According to Nazarov [207], the grain boundary energy in Ta can be estimated as 

 22102.3 mJgb

  . To estimate the constant, 0M , the expression for boundary 
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mobility of flexible low-angle grain boundaries [208] and the diffusion coefficient for Ta 

[209] were used. At 800 K, this gives 3

0 1053.5 M for Ta.  

 Assuming that the grain size is R2 , the calculated grain boundary velocity as a 

function of grain size is plotted in Figure 111(b) for temperatures of 400K to 1300 K. 

When the temperature decreases, the grain boundary velocity decreases dramatically. 

Therefore, grain boundary movement and grain growth are highly sensitive to the 

residual temperature. The final grain sizes at different depths in the sample can be 

calculated from Eqn. (61) and are plotted in Figure 112. The temperatures  tT  are 

obtained from Figure 110 and numerical integration was used to estimate the integrals. 

The calculated grain sizes are consistent with experimental results (Elaser = 684 J) and it 

can be seen that even short cooling times (~0.1 s) can generate significant grain growth. 

Figure 112 shows the calculated grain growth for laser energy 842 J and 684 J.  

 

        (a)                      (b) 

Figure 111: (a) Schematic showing force per unit length, F , acting on the grain 

boundary with a radius of curvature R. (b) Grain-boundary velocity as a function of grain 

size for temperatures varying from 400K to 1300 K (Hu-Rath model [198-202]). 
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Figure 112: Calculated grain size as a function of distance from the energy deposition 

surface for laser energy 842 J and 684 J. 

 

5.6 Slip system Activity in BCC metal 

In BCC, the close packed planes are {110} and close packed directions are <111>. 

The BCC slip systems are shown in Table 19. It is also well know that the in BCC metal, 

the plasticity is mainly controlled by screw dislocation [195-200]. Recent results by Tang 

et al using MD simulation reveal that dislocation multiplication from a void [167] with 

the zigzag shape, Figure 113. The slip planes and directions were analyzed as a 

combination of <111> direction with {110}, {112} or {123} planes, Figure 114.   
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Table 19: BCC slip system [156]. 

 

 

Figure 113: MD simulation results showing how the dislocation loops propagate in 

different planes and directions [90]. 

 

Figure 114: The combination of effective slip planes [90] sharing the same direction 

[111]. 
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In BCC metals, the twin system is {112}<111>. Molecular dynamics grain 

boundary free energy study also indicates that the 109.5°  211  coherent twin boundary 

(3) has a relatively low energy but high mobility [216]. 

 From atomic simulation analysis, the screw dislocation in BCC metals has a 

complex non-planar atomic core structure that affects the slip character and is sensitive to 

the loading direction [217]. Although the core structure is controlled not only by the 

resolved shear stress but also by the non-driving stress component, the resolved shear 

stress also dominates the phenomenon of slip in macroscopic point of view. 

 The crystallography determines the activated slip systems through the stresses 

acting on it. Figure 115 is a standard (001) stereographic projection which shows the 

corresponding positions of [001], [110], [111], and [123]. The simple Schmid analysis is 

not correct since the stress condition in shock compression is uniaxial strain. An analysis 

starting from uniaxial strain and using the elastic stiffness matrix is more comprehensive 

and is described in the following sections. 

 

Figure 115: Standard (001) stereographic projection [218] showing the corresponding 

positions of [001], [110], [111], and [123]. 
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5.6.1 Activation of Slip Systems with [001] Shock Compression Direction 

 The elastic stiffness matrix for tantalum in the original system ([100], [010], 

[001]) [156] is: 

GPa





























5.8200000

05.820000

005.82000

000267161161

000161267161

000161161267

ijklC      (63) 

 The stresses acting on the unit cube can be calculated by: 

klijklij εCσ            (64) 

The uniaxial strain can be expressed as: 



















3300

000

000



klε          (65) 

where  



33 
dl

l
l0

l

  ln
l

l0

 

0l  is the initial dimension of the matter in the shock direction, l  is the dimension of the 

matter during shock in the shock direction. The volume change is only due to the change 

in compression direction. Therefore,  

00

33 lnln
V

V

l

l
  

where  0V  is the initial specific volume of the metal, V  is the specific volume of the 

metal during shock. By shock Hugoniot relation, the strain 33  at different pressure is 

shown in Figure 116. 
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Figure 116: Calculated uniaxial strains for shock loading at different pressures. 

 

Therefore, applying Eqns. (63) and (65) to Eqn. (64), the stresses with [001] shock 

compression direction results in: 

GPa33

26700

01610

00161



















ijσ        (66) 

5.6.1.1 Calculation of Resolved Shear Stresses 

 The transformation between the new coordinate system ( x , y , and z ) and the 

original coordinate system (  100x ,  010y , and  001z ) can be calculated by the 

cosines matrix: 

  


















333231

232221

131211

,cos

lll

lll

lll

eel jiij


        (67) 

The stresses on slip systems are calculated through [219]: 
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 x x  xxl11

2  yyl12

2  zzl13

2  2  xyl11l12  yzl12l13  xzl11l13 
 y y  xxl21

2  yyl22

2  zzl23

2  2  xyl21l22  yzl22l23  xzl21l23 
 z z  xxl31

2  yyl32

2  zzl33

2  2  xyl31l32  yzl32l33  xzl31l33 
 x y  xxl11l21  yyl12l22  zzl13l23  xy l11l22  l12l21  yz l12l23  l13l22  xz l13l21 l11l23 

 x z  xxl11l31  yyl12l32  zzl13l33  xy l11l32  l12l31  yz l12l33  l13l32  xz l13l31 l11l33 

 y z  xxl21l31  yyl22l32  zzl23l33  xy l22l31  l21l32  yz l23l32  l22l33  xz l21l33  l23l31 

 

          (68) 

 The resolved shear stresses ( yx  ) on 48 slip systems in BCC material can be 

calculated by Eqn. (68) where the original stress distribution and relation between 

systems are given by Eqns. (65) and (66). The direction cosines and resolved shear 

stresses are listed in Table 20.  It shows clearly that there are 12 systems with similar 

resolved shear stresses (also the highest values). They all belong to the {112} and {123} 

slip planes.  

Table 20: Direction cosines for coordinate systems defined by slip system with respect to 

the original coordinate system ( 1x , 2x , and 3x ) as shock compression along [001]. 

Slip 

Systems 
11l  12l  13l  21l  22l  23l  31l  32l  33l  yx   

( 33

GPa ) 

 

0.71 0.71 0 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0.41 -0.41 -0.82 0 

 

0.71 0.71 0 0.58 -0.58 -0.58 -0.41 0.41 -0.82 0 

 

0.71 -0.71 0 0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.41 -0.41 0.82 0 

 

0.71 -0.71 0 0.58 0.58 -0.58 0.41 0.41 0.82 0 

 

0.71 0 0.71 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.41 0.82 0.41 -43.3 

 

0.71 0 0.71 0.58 -0.58 -0.58 0.41 0.82 -0.41 -43.3 
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Table 20: Direction cosines for coordinate systems defined by slip system with respect to 

the original coordinate system ( 1x , 2x , and 3x ) as shock compression along [001], 

continue. 

Slip 

Systems 
11l  12l  13l  21l  22l  23l  31l  32l  33l  yx   

( 33

GPa ) 

 

0.71 0 -0.71 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.41 -0.82 0.41 -43.3 

 

0.71 0 -0.71 0.58 -0.58 0.58 -0.41 -0.82 -0.41 -43.3 

 

0 0.71 0.71 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.82 0.41 -0.41 -43.3 

 

0 0.71 0.71 -0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.82 -0.41 0.41 -43.3 

 

0 0.71 -0.71 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.82 -0.41 -0.41 -43.3 

 

0 0.71 -0.71 -0.58 0.58 0.58 0.82 0.41 0.41 -43.3 

 

0.41 0.41 0.82 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.71 0.71 0 -50 

 

0.41 0.82 0.41 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0.71 0 -0.71 24.98 

 

0.82 0.41 0.41 -0.58 0.58 0.58 0 -0.71 0.71 24.98 

 

0.41 0.41 -0.82 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.71 -0.71 0 -50 

 

0.41 -0.82 0.41 0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.71 0 0.71 24.98 

 

-0.82 0.41 0.41 0.58 0.58 0.58 0 0.71 -0.71 24.98 

 

0.41 -0.41 0.82 0.58 -0.58 -0.58 0.71 0.71 0 -50 

 

0.41 0.82 -0.41 0.58 -0.58 -0.58 -0.71 0 -0.71 24.98 

 

0.82 0.41 -0.41 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0 -0.71 -0.71 -25 
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Table 20: Direction cosines for coordinate systems defined by slip system with respect to 

the original coordinate system ( 1x , 2x , and 3x ) as shock compression along [001], 

continue. 

Slip 

Systems 
11l  12l  13l  21l  22l  23l  31l  32l  33l  yx   

( 33

GPa ) 

 

-0.41 0.41 0.82 -0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.71 -0.71 0 -50 

 

-0.41 0.82 0.41 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.71 0 -0.71 -25 

 

0.82 -0.41 0.41 0.58 0.58 -0.58 0 0.71 0.71 -25 

 

0.27 0.54 0.80 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.77 0.62 -0.15 -49.1 

 

-0.27 0.54 0.80 -0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.77 -0.62 0.15 -49.1 

 

0.27 -0.53 0.80 0.58 -0.58 -0.58 0.77 0.62 0.15 -49.1 

 

0.27 0.54 -0.8 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.77 -0.62 -0.15 -49.1 

 

0.54 0.27 0.80 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.62 0.77 0.15 -49.1 

 

-0.53 0.27 0.80 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0.62 0.77 0.15 49.07 

 

0.54 -0.27 0.80 -0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.62 -0.77 0.15 49.07 

 

0.54 0.27 -0.8 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.62 -0.77 0.15 -49.1 

 

0.80 0.27 0.54 -0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.15 -0.77 0.62 32.71 

 

-0.80 0.27 0.54 0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.15 0.77 -0.62 32.71 

 

0.80 -0.27 0.54 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.15 0.77 0.62 -32.7 

 

0.80 0.27 -0.53 0.58 -0.58 0.58 -0.15 -0.77 -0.62 -32.7 
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Table 20: Direction cosines for coordinate systems defined by slip system with respect to 

the original coordinate system ( 1x , 2x , and 3x ) as shock compression along [001], 

continue. 

Slip 

Systems 
11l  12l  13l  21l  22l  23l  31l  32l  33l  yx   

( 33

GPa ) 

 

0.27 0.80 0.54 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0.77 0.15 -0.62 32.71 

 

-0.27 0.80 0.54 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.77 0.15 -0.62 -32.7 

 

0.27 -0.8 0.54 0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.77 0.15 0.62 32.71 

 

0.27 0.80 -0.53 -0.58 0.58 0.58 0.77 0.15 0.62 -32.7 

 

0.54 0.80 0.27 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0.62 -0.15 -0.77 16.36 

 

-0.53 0.80 0.27 0.58 0.58 -0.58 -0.62 -0.15 -0.77 -16.4 

 

0.54 -0.8 0.27 0.58 0.58 0.58 -0.62 -0.15 0.77 16.36 

 

0.54 0.80 -0.27 -0.58 0.58 0.58 0.62 -0.15 0.77 -16.4 

 

0.80 0.54 0.27 -0.58 0.58 0.58 0.15 -0.62 0.77 16.36 

 

-0.8 0.54 0.27 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.15 0.62 -0.77 16.36 

 

0.80 -0.53 0.27 0.58 0.58 -0.58 0.15 0.62 0.77 -16.4 

 

0.80 0.54 -0.27 0.58 -0.58 0.58 0.15 -0.62 -0.77 -16.4 
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5.6.2 Activation of Slip Systems with [110] Shock Compression Direction 

 To calculate the slip activation with [110] shock compression direction, the 

original system has to be rotated to a new coordinate system (axes: ]111[ , ]211[ , and 

]110[ ). The direction cosines are given as: 

 






















0707.0707.0

816.0408.0408.0

577.0577.0577.0

,cos
]110[

ji ee


ijl      (69) 

The elastic stiffness transformation equation is  

mnopijkl CC lpkojnim llll          (70) 

By applying Eqns. (63) and (69) to Eqn. (70), the elastic stiffness for tantalum with [110] 

shock compression direction is: 

GPa




































7.62009.139.130

07.629.13000

09.136.72000

9.13003.2969.1501.141

9.13009.1508.2950.141

0001.1410.1416.305

]110[

ijklC    (71) 

With same process as described in last session, the stresses along [110] direction is 

GPa33

]110[

3.29600

09.1509.13

09.131.141























ijσ       (72) 

Similarly, the resolved shear stresses can be calculated in 48 slip systems and are shown 

in Table 21. It shows that there are 6 systems with the highest resolved shear stresses, if 

we consider {110}, {112}, and {123} slip planes.  
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5.6.3 Activation of Slip Systems with [111] Shock Compression Direction 

 To calculate the slip activation with [111] shock compression direction, the 

original systems has to be rotated to a new coordinate system (axes: ]011[ , ]211[ , and 

]111[ ). The direction cosines are given as: 

 






















577.0577.0577.0

816.0408.0408.0

0707.0707.0

,cos
]111[

ji ee


ijl      (73) 

By applying Eqns. (63) and (73) to Eqn. (70), the elastic stiffness for tantalum with [111] 

shock compression direction is: 

GPa





































6.729.130000

9.137.620000

007.6209.139.13

0006.3050.1411.141

009.130.1418.2959.150

009.131.1419.1503.296

]111[

ijklC    (74) 

With same process as described before, the stresses along [111] direction is 

GPa33

]111[

6.30500

00.1410

001.141



















ijσ       (75) 

Similarly, the resolved shear stresses can be calculated in 48 slip systems and are shown 

in Table 21. It shows that there are 9 systems with the highest resolved shear stresses if 

we consider {110}, {112}, and {123} slip planes.  
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5.6.4 Activation of Slip Systems with [123] Shock Compression Direction 

To calculate the slip activation with [123] shock compression direction, the original 

system has to be rotated to a new coordinate system (axes: ]111[ , ]145[ , and ]123[ ). 

The direction cosines are given as: 

 




















154.0617.0772.0

577.0577.0577.0

802.0535.0267.0

,cos
]123[

ji ee


ijl      (76) 

By applying Eqns. (63) and (76) to Eqn. (70), the elastic stiffness for tantalum with [123] 

shock compression direction is: 

GPa









































8.6256.7029.07.1107.11

56.776.727.11158.0065.0131.0

029.07.1178.62354.718.06.7

7.11158.0354.77.2962.1413.151

0065.018.02.1416.3053.141

7.11131.06.73.1513.1419.296

]123[

ijklC    (77) 

With same process as described before, the stresses along [123] direction is 

GPa33

]123[

7.296354.7158.0

354.72.1417.11

158.07.113.151























ijσ       (78) 

Similarly, the resolved shear stresses can be calculated in 48 slip systems and are shown 

in Table 21. It shows that there are only 3 systems with the highest resolved shear 

stresses if we consider {110}, {112}, and {123} slip planes.  Besides, the resolved shear 

stress is highest in the crystal with [123] orientation. 
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Table 21: Resolved shear stresses on the 48 slip systems with coordinates of [100], [010], 

and [001] for shocked [001] monocrystal; ]111[ , ]211[ , and ]110[  for shocked [110] 

monocrystal; ]011[ , ]211[ , and ]111[  for shocked [111] monocrystal; ]111[ , ]145[ , and 

]123[  for shocked [123] monocrystal. 

Slip 

Systems 
yx  ( GPa33 ) 

[001] [110] [111] [123] 

 
0 0 44.8 28.59 

 
0 0 -44.8 -46.9 

 
0 0 0 -29.8 

 
0 0 0 11.46 

 
-43.3 55.34 44.8 7.78 

 
-43.3 -12.02 -44.7 -70.9 

 
-43.3 55.34 0 -50.6 

 
-43.3 -12.03 0.053 -12.5 

 
-43.3 55.34 44.8 -3.68 

 
-43.3 -12.03 -44.7 -41.1 

 
-43.3 55.34 0 -20.8 

 
-43.3 -12.02 0.053 -24 

 
-50 63.91 51.7 2.36 

 
24.98 6.94 51.7 40.25 

 
24.98 6.94 51.7 68.07 

 
-50 63.91 0 -41.2 

 
24.98 -31.95 0 -5.21 

 
24.98 -31.95 0 46.45 

 
-50 -13.89 -25.8 -54.8 

 
24.98 6.94 -25.9 -13.2 

 
-25 -6.94 25.9 9.26 

 
-50 -13.89 -25.8 -31 

 
-25 31.95 25.9 -8.74 

 
-25 31.95 25.9 11.11 

 
-49.1 62.75 50.8 0.16 

 
-49.1 -13.64 -33.8 -35.8 

 
-49.1 -13.64 -16.9 -45 

 
-49.1 62.75 0 -34.9 

 
-49.1 62.75 50.8 4.49 

 
49.07 13.64 16.9 25.02 

 
49.07 13.64 33.8 62.7 
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Table 21: Resolved shear stresses on the 48 slip systems with coordinates of [100], [010], 

and [001] for shocked [001] monocrystal; ]111[ , ]211[ , and ]110[  for shocked [110] 

monocrystal; ]011[ , ]211[ , and ]111[  for shocked [111] monocrystal; ]111[ , ]145[ , and 

]123[  for shocked [123] monocrystal, continue. 

Slip 

Systems 
yx  ( GPa33 ) 

[001] [110] [111] [123] 

 
-49.1 62.75 0 -46.1 

 
32.71 9.09 50.8 71.37 

 
32.71 -41.84 0 49.54 

 
-32.7 41.84 33.9 10.21 

 
-32.7 -9.09 17 1.33 

 
32.71 9.09 50.8 41.89 

 
-32.7 41.84 33.9 -7.12 

 
32.71 -41.84 0 4.45 

 
-32.7 -9.09 17 -0.4 

 
16.36 4.55 50.8 37.15 

 
-16.4 20.92 16.9 -10.1 

 
16.36 -20.92 0 -14.7 

 
-16.4 -4.55 33.9 26.42 

 
16.36 4.55 50.8 62.3 

 
16.36 -20.92 0 41.68 

 
-16.4 20.92 16.9 11.61 

 
-16.4 -4.55 33.9 16.87 

 

5.6.5 Crack Analysis at the Crater Surface 

 From the results in Table 21 we can predict the activated slip systems under 

different crystal orientation. Figure 117 shows the slip planes with highest resolved shear 

stresses in different crystal orientations. For [001] crystal orientation, there are 4 highest 

slip planes: )112( , )121( , )211(  and )211( . The dash lines in Figure 117(a) show the 

relation between planes in [001] direction: perpendicular. For [110] crystal orientation, 

there are 2 highest slip planes: )112( , and )211( . The dash lines in Figure 117(b) show 
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that slip planes in [110] direction are parallel. Similarly, for [111] and [123] crystal 

orientations, the planes are shown in triangle and parallel way, respectively. Comparing 

the calculated results shown in Figure 117 and experiment observation shown in Figure 

57 (a-d), they are quite consistent.   

 

5.6.6 Twinning Analysis by Stereographic projection 

 For twinning system in BCC material, it is well known as {112} <111>. Figure 

118 shows the planes of highest resolved shear stresses in the twin systems shown in 

Table 21. The only differences between slip and twinning system in the respect of 

resolved shear stress is on [123] – orientation monocrystal. However, there is almost no 

difference from the view of stereographic projection. Only one plane activated in [123] – 

orientation.  
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(a) [001]     (b) [110] 

 

(c) [111]     (d) [123] 

Figure 117: Slip planes with highest resolved shear stresses are indicated in Stereographic 

projection for (a) [001], (b) [110], (c) [111] and (d) [123] crystal orientation. 
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(a) [001]     (b) [110] 

 

(c) [111]     (d) [123] 

Figure 118: Twin planes, {112}, with highest resolved shear stresses are indicated in 

Stereographic projection for (a) [001], (b) [110], (c) [111] and (d) [123] crystal 

orientation. 

 

 Florando et al. [157] used pole figures for flyer-plate shock compression 

experiments to indicate the activity on twin systems for (100), (110), (111), and (123) – 

orientated monocrystalline tantalum. Their results, shown in Figure 119 for 25 GPa, 

indicate the twin systems activated. As the pressure increases to 55 GPa, in (110) and 
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(123) – orientated crystals, more twin systems operate. This can be explained by the 

calculated results of resolved shear stress in Table 21. The highest resolved shear stress in 

the twin system for [100], [110], [111], and [123] are about 50, 64, 52, and 68 GPa33 , 

respectively. Therefore, twinning in [110] and [123] orientated monocrystals are 

relatively easier to occur. It is consistent with the EBSD results in Figure 87.  

 

Figure 119: Pole figures for 25 GPa and 55 GPa case by Florando et al. [157]. The 

additional spots indicate activity on twin system. 

 

5.6.7 Comparison with Schmid Factors 

 Although the calculation based on Schimd factor is not very correct in BCC 

metals because of the stress state in shock compression, it is qualitative agreement with 

the resolved shear stress analysis [156]. Ito and Vitek [220] analyzed the non-Schmid 

effects in the plastic yielding of BCC metals by computer modeling using several body 

central force potentials. For [001] loading direction, 12 slip systems have the highest 

Schimd factors with slip planes in {112} and {123} which is consistent with the analysis 
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in the previous Sections. The same agreement is observed for the other orientations. 

Besides, only in the loading direction [123], the slip plane {110} is activated. This is also 

presented in Tables 21 and 22. 

Table 22: Schmid Factors for the 48 slip system in BCC structure.  

Slip 

Systems 

Loading Axis 

[001] [110] [111] [123] 

 
0 0 0.272 0.175 

 
0 0 -0.272 -0.350 

 
0 0 0 -0.175 

 
0 0 0 0 

 
-0.408 0.408 0.272 0 

 
-0.408 0 -0.272 -0.467 

 
-0.408 0.408 0 -0.350 

 
-0.408 0 0 -0.117 

 
-0.408 0.408 0.272 0 

 
-0.408 0 -0.272 -0.292 

 
-0.408 0.408 0 -0.175 

 
-0.408 0 0 -0.117 

 
-0.471 0.471 0.314 0 

 
0.236 0 0.314 0.269 

 
0.236 0 0.314 0.471 

 
-0.471 0.471 0 -0.303 

 
0.236 -0.236 0 0 

 
0.236 -0.236 0 0.303 

 
-0.471 0 -0.157 -0.337 

 
0.236 0 -0.157 -0.135 

 
0.236 0 0.157 0.034 

 
-0.471 0 -0.157 -0.236 

 
0.236 0.236 0.157 0 

 
0.236 0.236 0.157 0 

 
-0.463 0.463 0.309 0 

 
-0.463 0 -0.206 -0.265 

 
-0.463 0 -0.103 -0.265 

 
-0.463 0.463 0 -0.265 

 
-0.463 0.463 0.309 0 
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Table 22: Schmid Factors for the 48 slip system in BCC structure, continue.  
Slip 

Systems 

Loading Axis 

[001] [110] [111] [123] 

 
0.463 0 0.103 0.198 

 
0.463 0 0.206 0.397 

 
-0.463 0.463 0 -0.331 

 
0.309 0 0.309 0.485 

 
0.309 -0.309 0 0.331 

 
-0.309 0.309 0.206 0 

 
-0.309 0 0.103 -0.022 

 
0.309 0 0.309 0.287 

 
-0.309 0.309 0.206 0 

 
0.309 -0.309 0 0.066 

 
-0.309 0 0.103 0.044 

 
0.154 0 0.309 0.242 

 
-0.154 0.154 0.103 0 

 
0.154 -0.154 0 -0.066 

 
-0.154 0 0.206 0.220 

 
0.154 0 0.309 0.441 

 
0.154 -0.154 0 0.265 

 
-0.154 0.154 0.103 0 

 
-0.154 0 0.206 0.088 

 

Chapter 5, in part, has been published or is currently being prepared for 

submissions as the following papers: “Laser Compression of Monocrystalline Tantalum”, 

C. H. Lu, B. A. Remington, B. R. Maddox, B. Kad, H. S. Park, S.T. Prisbrey, and M. A. 

Meyers, AIP Conf. Proc. 1426, 1391 (2012); “Laser Compression of Nanocrystalline 

Tantalum”, C.-H. Lu, B. R. Maddox, B. A. Remington, E. M. Bringa, M. Kawasaki, T. G. 

Langdon, H.-S. Park, B. Kad, and M. A. Meyers, AIP Conf. Proc. 1426, 1387 (2012); 

“Laser Compression of Monocrystalline Tantalum”, C. H. Lu, B. A. Remington, B. R. 

Maddox, B. Kad, H. S. Park, S.T. Prisbrey, and M. A. Meyers, Acta Materialia 60 (2012) 
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6601-6620; “Isentropic/Shock Compression and Recovery Methodology for Materials 

Using High-Amplitude Laser Pulses”, B. R. Maddox, H.-S. Park, C.-H. Lu, B. A. 

Remington, S. Prisbrey, B. Kad, R. Luo, and M. A. Meyers Mats Sci Eng A, 578 (2013) 

354; “Laser Compression of Nanocrystalline Tantalum”, C. H. Lu, B. A. Remington, B. 

R. Maddox, B. Kad, H. S. Park, M. Kawasaki, T. G. Langdon, and M. A. Meyers, Acta 

Materialia, to be submitted; “Pressure-Induced BCC to HCP Phase Transformation in 

Tantalum Subjected to High Amplitude Pulsed Laser”, C.-H. Lu, B. A. Remington, B. R. 

Maddox, B. Kad, M. A. Meyers, Phys. Rev. Lett., to be submitted. The dissertation 

author was the primary investigator and co-author of these papers. 
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Chapter 6:  Conclusions 

 

1. Tantalum monocrystals were subjected to laser compression utilizing an experimental 

setup that provides quasi-isentropic loading for the first ~40 m depth; after this the 

rise time of the pulse decreases and becomes a shock discontinuity. 

2. The defects generated by the laser pulse were characterized by transmission and 

scanning electron microscopy and are composed of dislocations at low pressures, and 

mechanical twins and a displacive phase transformation at higher pressures.  

3. The dislocation density increased with the proximity to the energy deposition surface. 

The experimentally observed dislocation density was compared with calculations 

based on homogeneous dislocation generation and Orowan dislocation multiplication.  

4. The homogeneous dislocation generation mechanism predicts results that are higher 

by orders of magnitude than the experimentally measured densities. These results are 

consistent with earlier investigations on copper (an FCC metal) [14]. 

5. The lower dislocation density observed experimentally might be due to two reasons: 

(a) dislocations are not homogeneously nucleated but rather increase their density as a 

result of movement, interaction, and multiplication from existing sources; (b) a 

significant fraction of the dislocations generated homogeneously in shock 

compression are annihilated upon release.  

6. An analysis based on the Orowan mechanism of multiplication and involving two 

forms of dislocation generation and annihilation terms (Barton et al. [170] and Kocks 

[171]) was applied and enabled the prediction of dislocation densities as a function of 
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pressure. The Barton et al. [170] analysis predicted dislocation densities that are 

consistent with experimental results at lower pressures but higher than the 

experimental results at higher pressure. The difference may come from the effect of 

mechanical twins accommodating part of the strain.  

7. In the proximity of the energy-deposition surface, as the shock pressure increases, the 

dislocations give way to mechanical twinning as the principal deformation mode. The 

experimentally obtained slip-twinning threshold stress is ~32-43 GPa. Calculations 

involving constitutive equations for slip and twinning and the Swegle-Grady equation 

predict a pressure ~24 GPa, consistent with experimental results. 

8. The lower dislocation density observed experimentally might be due to two reasons: 

(a) dislocations are not homogeneously nucleated but rather increase their density as a 

result of movement, interaction, and multiplication from existing sources; (b) a 

significant fraction of the dislocations generated homogeneously in shock 

compression are annihilated upon release.  

9. Lower dislocation density was observed when twin structures appeared or for small 

grain size of the tantalum. 

10. Twin density increases when pressure is increased beyond a threshold in monocrystal 

Ta (Pthreshold = 24 GPa).    

11. The current results corroborate the discovery of the Omega phase transformation by 

Hsiung and Lassila [87-89], observed in explosively-accelerated flyer plate impact 

experiments (tp ~ 1 µs). It was observed in laser-shock experiments for the three 

orientations [110], [111], and [123].  
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12. The Omega phase was observed at a peak pressure ~70 GPa. From the current results 

and Hsiung and Lassila’s [87-89] experiments, it can be concluded that the 

experimentally obtained phase transformation pressure is ~43-68 GPa. This is higher 

than the twinning threshold stress.  

13. The Omega phase has the same blocky structure in the three shock compression 

orientations. The interface with the matrix is composed of planar regions at preferred 

orientation. The orientation relationship between the Omega and BCC matrix is:  
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14. The threshold pressure for the Omega transformation observed in the current laser 

shock experiments (~70 GPa) is significantly higher than the one quoted by Hsiung 

[87] (30 GPa). Two possible reasons for the difference are: (a) the much lower pulse 

duration in laser shock vs. flyer-plate shock; (b) Hsiung observed the transformation 

in a Ta-10W alloy. 
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